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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies are fueling a paradigm shift in
the advanced manufacturing landscape across all industrial sectors. The metal casting industry is
also taking advantage of the wide variety of rapid manufacturing solutions offered by AM
processes. The metal casting industry supports about 90% of total manufactured goods and is
expected to reach a market size of about 40 billion USD by 2025. Sand casting is the most widely
used metal casting process and utilizes expendable molds that demand expensive tooling, high lead
time and limited flexibility in their fabrication. In addition, limitations in process control and
feasible gating and feeding systems, traditional sand casting experiences higher scrap rates. AM
offers an alternative mold fabrication technology known as 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) process that
enables direct digital manufacturing of complex expendable sand molds and cores without any
tooling requirements. Ever-growing interest in this indirect metal AM process is attributed to its
ability to rapidly produce cores and molds for complex metal castings that are otherwise impossible
to manufacture using conventional techniques. Knowledge-based design rules for this process are
currently very limited and are progressively realized in an ad-hoc basis to produce economic lowvolume castings. Despite the wealth of knowledge in metal AM, no work to date has been reported
to take advantage of design complexity offered by 3DSP in developing optimal gating and feeding
designs to mitigate casting defects. This thesis provides the first known investigation into the
application of design freedom offered by 3DSP to transform and monitor sand casting performance.
Non-conventional design rules for gating and risering (also known as rigging) systems are
developed to reduce surface turbulence, oxide films, air entrapment, bubble damage and several
other casting defects, and improved metallic yield. Several case studies are presented to illustrate
the improved casting performance through systematically reengineering elements of the rigging
system viz. pouring basin, sprue, runners and risers. Their efficacy is validated through
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computational simulations and experimental procedures. Of the various components of gating
system, innovative sprue design provides the highest opportunity to improve casting quality.
Numerical models for novel parabolic and conical-helix sprue profiles can be developed through
constrained optimization algorithm based on principles of casting hydrodynamics to reduce surface
turbulence. Computational flow simulations, computed tomography scanning, microstructure and
mechanical characterization experiments are performed to validate that incorporation of 3D SandPrinting featured mathematically optimized gating systems (particularly conical-helix sprues) to
significantly improve the performance of sand castings.
Finally, existing foundry technologies have very limited capabilities to monitor real-time
flow conditions of liquid metal during mold filling. Two approaches for novel non-intrusive realtime mold fill monitoring by embedding inexpensive miniature Internet of Things (IoT) sensors
into 3d sand-printed molds are proposed. These sensor technologies are based on the electrical
properties of molten metals, the former measuring the magnetic flux generated by the conductive
liquid and the latter measuring the interference of electric fields by modifying dielectric near the
sensor. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficacy of both these concepts. Results from
experiments validate that IoT sensors can be embedded into 3DSP molds to successfully monitor
flow fields that can be used to benchmark simulation results and optimize gating systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the present competitive marketplace, product development times are rapidly
compressing (typically about a year for a new automobile), resulting in an extensive demand for an
alternative manufacturing technique that can accelerate both prototyping phase and production at
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) [1]. This had led to the rapid adoption of Additive
Manufacturing (AM) by industries in their operations. The ASTM F42 committee has defined
Additive Manufacturing as a “process of joining materials to make parts from 3D model data,
usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing
methodologies” [2]. AM offers a new era of direct digital manufacturing of plastics, metals,
ceramics and other materials for aerospace, defense, naval and biomedical applications. The most
distinguishing feature of Additive Manufacturing processes is their layer-by-layer fabrication
approach, which enables the creation of complex geometries [3]. The ability of AM to process
highly complex and custom geometries enables industries to increase functionality of products by
exploiting multiple AM capabilities such as part consolidation [4], topology optimization [5],
lattice structures [6], functional graded materials [7] etc., which are often challenging via
conventional manufacturing techniques.
The metal casting industry has adopted this disruptive technology to solve few of its
constitutional problems such as high lead time, high tooling costs, poor customizability etc. Metal
casting is a production process dating back to 6000 years where a molten metal flows into a mold
either by gravitational force or through application of external pressure [8]. The liquid metal in the
mold upon solidification takes the shape of the cavity [8]. Metal casting is highly adaptable for
mass production and has a market share of 90% among all manufactured goods and capital
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equipment [9]. The United States has over 2000 metal casting firms that represents more than
200,000 employees directly and thousands of others indirectly [9]. Based on the reusability of mold,
metal casting processes are broadly divided into two categories: expendable mold casting and
permanent mold casting. These categories can further be divided into a broad array of specialized
casting methods based on the filling process. The primary expendable mold casting processes are
sand casting, investment casting and lost foam casting. AM offers rapid manufacturing solutions to
advance traditional casting processes [10]. For expendable mold casting processes, AM offers
tooling solutions through direct digital fabrication of molds or through rapid fabrication of patterns
required to make the molds [10]. These solutions are proven to be effective in producing castings
in shorter lead time at lower costs within dimensional tolerances that are consistent with traditional
metal casting processes [11]. The feasibility of investment casting using 3D-printed patterns was
proven to be effective in casting thin walled structures [11], complex topology optimized structures
[12], impellers [13] and among others [14]. The 3D printed patterns can also be used for sand
casting applications for mold fabrication. 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) is a binder-jetting AM
technology that facilitates direct digital manufacturing of molds and cores required for sand casting
applications. This thesis is centered on 3DSP process to explore its unique capabilities to mitigate
casting defects in sand casting.
Binder Jetting (BJ) is the AM technology applied in 3D Sand-Printing. BJ is defined by
ASTM F42 committee as a “process in which a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join
powder materials” [2]. Foundry-grade silica sand is used as the feedstock along with binders (e.g.,
furan) to directly produce molds and cores using computer aided design (CAD) information [15].
A schematic of 3DSP process is shown in Figure 1-1. It can be observed that the print head
selectively deposits binder on a layer of sand based on the layer information from CAD to form
part cross-sections. Once a layer is deposited, a recoater spreads another layer of sand and this
process is repeated until the entire 3D geometry is printed.
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Figure 1-1. Schematic of 3D Sand-Printing process

Unlike other AM processes, explicit support structures are not required for 3DSP process.
3DSP exhibits the highest production rates among all AM processes with build speeds as high as
125,000 cm3/hr [16]. Build volumes of 3D printers are also significantly higher measured in
hundreds of cubic feet. For instance, the build volume of the VoxelJet VX4000 is 4×2×1 meters
which can accommodate print information in the order of 100 trillion voxels [16]. ExOne, Voxeljet,
ZCast and Viridis3D are the currently available commercial 3DSP systems. Figure 1-2 shows build
chambers of ExOne S-Max and Viridis3D RAM printers.
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Sand casting processes are difficult to control due to its tendency to render higher scrap
rates even with state-of-the-art processes [17]. Proper control of process parameters will achieve
zero-defect castings [18]. Casting defect analysis shows that over 90% of casting defects occur due
to improper gating and feeding systems [19]. Although the importance of process control through
redesigning gating and feeding systems is commonly practiced, manufacturing constraints in
conventional mold making limit their ease of implementation. Demand for new technologies that
could deliver improved process control to produce defect-free castings is increasing. The layerwise fabrication approach in 3DSP facilitates full geometric control over both casting and rigging
designs. However, knowledge-based design rules for 3DSP process is currently very limited and is
being progressively realized only on an ad-hoc basis. There is a need to evaluate if the greater
geometric flexibility of 3DSP could resolve the issue of casting defects. This is executed by
developing optimal gating and feeding systems.

Figure 1-2. Build Chamber of (a) ExOne S-Max 3D Printer and (b) Viridis3D RAM printer

Chapter 2 presents the root cause analysis of casting defects and the need to eliminate mold
filling turbulence. The concept of eliminating surface turbulence through 3DSP is facilitated by
exploiting the unparalleled design freedom in 3DSP. Each element of gating and feeding system
viz. pouring basin, sprue, runner and riser geometries can be systematically redesigned and their
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efficacy in reducing surface turbulence can be evaluated through computational simulations. In
Chapter 3, casting experiments are presented along with various characterization techniques that
are implemented to evaluate the performance of two redesigned sprue/pouring basin configurations.
The importance of redesigning gating system in sand casting is clearly established in Chapter 3.
However, existing technologies cannot monitor the proposed 3DSP featured three-dimensional
gating systems in real-time. Chapter 4 presents a novel concept of embedding IoT sensors in the
sand mold to allow real-time non-traditional pouring and filling process monitoring of gating
systems. Figure 1-3 summarizes the organization of chapters presented in this thesis.

Figure 1-3. Organization of individual chapters

In summary, Chapter 2 proposes simulation based redesigned rigging systems out of which
one of them is experimentally validated in Chapter 3 and monitored in real-time through
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electromagnetic sensing in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 outlines the conclusions and presents future
research directions based on this work.
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Abstract
3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) is a relatively new Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology
that enables direct digital manufacturing (DDM) of complex sand molds and cores for sand casting
applications. Ever-growing interest in this indirect hybrid metal AM process is attributed to its
ability to rapidly produce tooling (i.e., cores and molds) for complex metal castings that are
otherwise impossible to manufacture using conventional techniques. Knowledge-based design
rules for this process is currently very limited and is being progressively realized on an ad-hoc basis
to produce economically viable low-batch castings. In this research, non-conventional design rules
for gating and feeding (also known as rigging) is developed to improve casting performance (i.e.,
filling, feeding and solidification). Several case studies are presented to illustrate the improved
casting performance by systematically redesigning each element of the rigging system.
Computational simulations of the melt flow are developed to evaluate the eﬀ ectiveness of
redesigned rigging system. This research further illustrates the ability of 3DSP to not only impact
part performance, i.e., optimized metal casting designs via 3DSP but also drastically improves the
casting performance which could potentially transform the industry of sand casting to produce high
quality castings.
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2.1 Background
Sand casting is one of the oldest manufacturing processes dating back to 1000 BC and
oﬀ ers unique advantages such as: relatively in-expensive processing, a wide range of viable part
size and geometry, flexibility and range of alloy systems that can be easily processed. It is estimated
that sand casting constitutes 70% of the total metal castings processed every year [1]. On the other
hand, Additive Manufacturing (AM) which is labelled as the fourth industrial revolution [2] is the
most recent manufacturing process with accelerating adoption by the industries [3]. This paper
presents original research on the novel mold design opportunities to improve casting performance
by integrating sand casting and AM.
Though sand casting dates back to thousands of years, it was only in the twentieth century
that the science progressed to understand the underlying physics in the process. Over these years,
several design guidelines were presented in the literature to produce successful and defect-less
castings [4, 5].
According to 49th census of world casting production [6], 103.6 million metric tons of
global casting production was produced in 2014, an increase of 2.3% when compared to 2013. The
worldwide demand for metal casting continues to grow rapidly and the need for low volume, highly
complex, and custom products requires alternative approaches to metal casting, i.e., 3D SandPrinting [7].
In traditional sand casting process, there is a need to invest in ex-pensive tooling per part
design: pattern, cores, and core boxes, cope and drags. On the other hand, AM processes are
“freeform” in nature and can directly fabricate required geometries using layer-by-layer technique
as opposed to subtractive manufacturing techniques. Since AM’s early days as only a rapid
prototyping (RP) technique, recent techno-logical advancements have transitioned it into rapid
tooling and production technique. A broad range of materials such as polymers (thermoplastics,
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photopolymers), metals, composites, tissues/soft-materials and ceramics including foundry sand
can be currently processed in production-grade AM systems. Hybrid metal AM production can be
broadly divided into two types: “direct” hybrid metal AM and “indirect” hybrid metal AM. In direct
hybrid metal AM, the final part is created from “near-net” geometries produced via powder bed
fusion (PBF) or directed energy deposition (DED). In indirect hybrid metal AM, a sacrificial mold
which is a negative of the required geometry is created typically using sand/ceramic material using
AM and integrated with traditional sand casting process. Similar to traditional sand casting, this
mold will function as a platform (or cavity) for the molten metal to be separately introduced either
by direct pouring into the cavity or through infiltration [8]. Indirect hybrid metal AM of producing
wax patterns using material extrusion for investment casting is not considered in this study [9].
Binder jetting is one of the seven AM technologies defined by ASTM F-42 committee as
“a process where a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join powder materials” [10].
Often referred as 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP), foundry-grade silica sand is used as the feedstock along
with binders (e.g., furan) to directly produce molds and cores using computer aided design (CAD)
information [11]. In the 3DSP process, a layer of sand is spread on a bed, and based on the layer
information from CAD, binders are selectively deposited from the nozzle to bond sand particles
together in each layer. Once a layer is deposited, a recoater spreads another layer of sand and this
process is repeated until the entire geometry is printed. The unbonded loose sand is recovered using
vacuum and reused in subsequent builds. It should be noted that unlike other AM processes, explicit
support structures for overhang features are not required in this process due to the lack of phase
transformation and powder from previous layers acting as sup-port structures. Several studies have
analyzed the eﬀ ects of binder saturation, curing time on chemical and mechanical properties in
terms of strength, permeability and dimensional conformance [12–15].
The ability to rapidly produce molds and cores directly without the need of casting flask,
patterns and core boxes provides unique ad-vantages to foundries in low volume custom production
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runs. In addition, several geometric constraints in traditional cast part designs dictated by the need
for pattern removal and core box assembly are eliminated. For instance, in 3DSP, designers are not
required to provide drafts, undercuts and are not limited to uniform parting lines. There are
substantial design freedom and economic benefits to consolidate multiple cores into a single 3DSP
core as previously reported [11]. Hence, 3DSP provides a broader design envelope to produce
highly complex castings that can be significantly optimized for: (a) part functionality, (b) process
economics and (c) casting performance. It should be noted that there are no added costs in 3DSP
of complex molds and cores since 3DSP is not limited by the design constraints of tooling in
conventional sand molding techniques.
For instance, complex part designs based on topology optimization algorithms can be
successfully produced using 3DSP molds. Part functionality such as weight reduction and
maximizing part stiﬀ ness can be significantly enhanced through this approach [15]. Economics of
small and medium batch production runs in metal casting can be vastly improved via 3DSP by
eliminating tooling costs [11]. In summary, on-going research eﬀ orts in the literature are advancing
part optimization and production economics in indirect hybrid metal AM using 3DSP. However,
no reported studies have exploited the opportunity to improve casting performance, i.e., filling,
feeding and solidification behavior during casting in 3DSP. This paper presents the first known research in developing non-conventional mold design principles to optimize casting performance in
indirect hybrid metal AM. It is hypothesized that redesigning of the gating system and feeding
system via 3DSP for sand castings will result in better casting performance: specifically, lower
surface turbulence and air entrapment during mold filling, and increased metallic yield during
feeding. This study focuses on three critical design components present in the rigging system of
any sand casting molds: pouring basin, sprue and runners. Findings from this study could be further
developed for thin wall castings and processing of diﬃcult to cast alloys (e.g. short freezing range)
by optimizing the rigging design based on part geometries, alloy properties and pouring conditions.
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Section 2.2 provides an overview of the significance of mold design on casting
performance and derives specific research objectives for this study. Detailed frameworks to
compare and contrast traditional and 3DSP casting methods are also included in Section 2.2. The
design methodology of adopting conventional mold design to 3DSP molds is detailed in Section
2.3, and a summary of major findings and ongoing work is included in Section 2.4.

2.2 Research objectives

2.2.1 Literature review
A broad overview of discrete steps in the design and manufacturing of sand molds and
subsequent casting process for traditional sand casting is presented in Figure 2-1(A). In contrast,
Figure 2-1(B) shows the design and mold fabrication steps without the need for patterns and direct
production of cores using the 3DSP process. Figure 2-1(B) also highlights the opportunity to
integrate solidification and flow simulations directly into the designing process to accurately
predict the casting behavior without conventional design constraints.
Presence of any surface turbulence during the pour can be fatally damaging to castings
[16]. Mechanical properties of castings are affected by trapped harmful oxide films, air entrapment,
irregular shrinkage porosity, dross and bubble damage [17]. It has been shown that such critical
defects are attributed to lack of better controlling: (1) melt flow velocity in the rigging system and
(2) turbulence before the metal enters the mold cavity [17]. These defects act like stress raisers and
severely reduce the overall mechanical properties of the castings [18]. In particular, fatigue life can
be improved by 500% with quiescently filled castings [19, 20]. Hence, there is an opportunity to
better design the rigging system via 3DSP by studying the behavior of filling to produce defectfree castings.
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Figure 2-1. (A) Traditional Sand Casting Framework. (B) 3D Sand Printing Framework.
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Other studies have found that when melt velocity is greater than the critical velocity of 0.5
m/s, then the melt entering the ingate into the mold cavity would suﬀ er from surface turbulence
and folding action on the liquid which results in the formation of bi-films and entraining bubbles
[21]. Metals exceed the critical velocity when initial fall is greater than the height of its sessile drop
(12.5 mm for Al, 10 mm for Fe). Since gravity acts as the driving force during the initial fall down
the sprue in sand casting, oxide damage is inevitably induced into the metal [22]. Using
computational simulations, design guidelines for traditional sand castings have been documented
[23].
In the case of pouring basin, simulations of oﬀ -set weir basin have been shown to reduce
the vertical velocity of melt from ladle pour when compared to in-line conical pouring basin [24].
Several empirical relations defining the length, taper, inlet and outlet profile of the sprue and
runners are presented in literature [25]. The velocity of melt flow in the runner and ingate could be
reduced by locating the sprue oﬀ -set from the runner location [26]. Vortex-flow (VR) runner
system has also been eﬀ ective in avoiding surface turbulence and oxide film entrainment when
compared to traditional rectangular and triangular runner system [27]. However, increasing the
height of runner in gating systems beyond critical height results in degradation of mechanical
properties in the castings [18].
Inserting filters in runners is highly recommended to capture slag, dross and other nonmetallic particles before the flow enters into the part cavity [28]. Several studies have
computationally evaluated various gating designs such as L-shaped multiple gates [29] and Vortexgate [30]. In summary, the significance of controlling surface turbulence in producing defect-free
castings is evident from the multiple reported studies. This research addresses all of these mold
design elements with the exception of filters via 3DSP.
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2.2.2 Motivation and research gap
Although the importance of filling and feeding systems has been well established, inherent
limitations in conventional mold making (Figure 2-1(A)) restricts it to sub-optimal geometries.
However, the design freedom of 3DSP process in mold making provides an opportunity to better
control the melt flow through optimized gating designs to eliminate turbulence and oxide film
entrainment. This crucial research gap is addressed in this study by systematically reengineering
each of its elements in order to improve casting performance using computational techniques that
have been thoroughly validated in the literature [31–34].

2.3 Methodology: mold design for 3DSP
In this study, Aluminum alloy - A319 alloy was poured at 737 °C in the flow simulation
software, FLOW-3D Cast v4.2 using discretized mesh of 0.2 mm. Voids were treated as fixed
pressure gas regions and the RNG (Re-Normalization Group) turbulence model was applied to treat
melt viscosity due to its relevance in metal casting simulations [24,26,27]. As previously detailed,
exceeding the critical velocity of 0.5 m/s (legends in Figures. 2.5, 2.10 - 2.12 and 2.14 below) is
not desired. Hence, the objective is to optimize the mold design for the given pouring conditions to
eliminate its occurrence during cavity filling, i.e., desired part volume.

2.3.1 Pouring basin

2.3.1.1 New design and its advantages
Campbell claims, “Conical basin is probably responsible for the production of more casting
scrap than any other single feature of the filling system” [23]. Although Yang’s oﬀ set basin [24]
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meets certain minimum criterion such as reducing surface turbulence and maintaining uniform inlet
velocity, it doesn’t inhibit air entrapment and suﬀ ers from poor metallic yield. Therefore, there is
a need for an optimal pouring basin design methodology which can satisfy both these requirements.
Inspired by the sprue covered oﬀ set basin from [23], the authors introduce a representation of a
novel redesigned pouring basin based on simulation runs as shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2. Redesigned pouring basin for 3D Sand-Printing.

Unique advantages of this pouring basin are:


A slag trap is employed directly above sprue inlet to hold back slag. If required, an overflow
basin can be directly added prior to the pour.



Employing multiple sprues (e.g., four sprues in Figure 2-2) has several advantages because
of the significantly reduced cross-sectional area (CSA) per sprue.



Narrow sprue channels will be filled fully without entrapping air than wider sprues. This
is attributed to the enhanced frictional interaction of melt with mold walls due to increased
surface area per sprue. Increase in friction also results in reduced flow velocity.



Multiple sprues can easily facilitate multiple runners which can in-dependently reach
diﬀ erent bottom-most locations of any complex casting system.
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As shown in Figure 2-3, sprue-inlet profile can be designed in accordance with the natural
profile acquired by the liquid after it exits the basin. This eliminates any possibility of
classic vena-contracta problem at sprue inlet; and ensures that sprue is filled completely
without any voids.

Figure 2-3. (a) Flow simulation to find the natural exit profile (b) Designing CAD model of sprue
inlet using simulation results.



Assuming that the basin is maintained full, the pressure head is observed to be much greater
than the in-line conical basin or Yang’s oﬀ set basin which is shown in Figure 2-6(a) (See
Section 2.3.1.2) The new design feature shown in Figure 2-3 which results in higher
pressure head could be the solution to resolve the widely acknowledged misrun problem.
Because of this unique characteristic, thin-walled castings that usually suﬀ er from misrun
problems could now be cast successfully. It should be noted from Figure 2-6 and Figure 27 that the exit velocity is not compromised due to higher pressure head but is in fact much
lower than the conventional basin. This proves that the redesigned pouring basin is very
eﬀ ective in controlling the surface turbulence.
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Splashing of liquid metal after it hits the basin is a common problem in any mold design,
particularly in oﬀ set basins. The provision of undercuts at the edges of base in the pouring
basin as shown in Figure 2-2 helps eliminate splashing. This is demonstrated in Figure 25(b) where the rapid metal fall is quickly brought under control when the liquid metal
bounces back after hitting the undercut geometry. The proposed pouring basin provides
several advantages and in particular, will benefit large industrial sand castings because of
the use of bottom poured ladles.



Some of the additional benefits of the proposed pouring basin design include: easier to
maintain fully filled basin; metal flow is in-dependent of pouring location; vortex
formation is eliminate unlike conical basin; accurate estimation of melt velocity and filling
behavior in the rest of the gating system. In addition, there is a significant improvement in
metallic yield compared to other oﬀ set basins.

2.3.1.2 Case study
In order to evaluate the performance of 3DSP featured basin (Figure 2-4b), it is compared
with the optimized Yang’s oﬀ set basins [24] as shown in Figure 2-4(a). The 3DSP featured basin
is developed through several design iterations based on flow simulations with the objective of
reducing the velocity of the metal at the exit. The inlet height, profile curvature and diameter of
sprue are optimized through several design iterations based on CFD simulations. The geometry for
Yang’s oﬀ set basins and all the pouring conditions are adopted from [24]. Specifically, parameters
such as pouring height, turbulence model and total exiting area are maintained constant for both
the pouring basin systems. A constant level of melt is maintained in both pouring basin designs at:
400cc/s during the pour for 1.2s and 200cc/s for rest of the filling period.
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Figure 2-4. (a) Schematic of mold cavity of Yang’s pouring basin that can be produced through
traditional mold-making [24] (b) Schematic of mold cavity of redesigned pouring basin for 3DSP
(c) 3D models of both basins showing probe locations (All units in mm)

Computed velocity patterns in the symmetric mid-plane of both the designs at diﬀ erent
times are shown in Figure 2-5. It can be observed from Figure 2-5(a) that the metal exits
conventional oﬀ set basin and enters the sprue at relatively higher velocities. This shows that the
conventional system fails to reduce the momentum induced by the metal fall before it enters the
sprue. On the other hand, Figure 2-5(b) shows the eﬀ ectiveness of the redesigned system in
controlling the momentum of liquid. The re-designed system at 0.2 s highlights the function of
undercut in reducing splashing. Figure 2-5(b) at 0.6 s shows metal exiting the pouring basin and
rapidly filling the sprue. The large void in the sprue as seen at 0.6 s persists only for a short interval
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of time and is rapidly eliminated after the metal passes over the level of sprue exit in the basin as
shown at 1.2 s. As seen in Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7, once the level of metal reaches above the
level of sprue-exit, metal head will be steady and the redesigned basin successfully maintains
greater pressure head and reduces exit velocity. This data is recorded by probes located at exits as
shown in Figure 2-4(c).

Figure 2-5. Comparison of velocity distribution of melt at diﬀ erent time intervals on the symmetric
mid-plane of (a) Yang’s pouring basin [24] (b) Redesigned 3DSP pouring basin. Manufacturing
constraints
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Presence of various undercuts in the improved design via 3DSP makes it impossible for
fabrication via conventional mold-making with horizontally parted molds. The requirement of
hard-tooling for operations such as pattern making and assembling is expensive and is not viable
for low-batch production. However, there is no additional cost incurred in producing the 3DSP
basin via binder-jetting (for a given bounding box volume) when compared to traditional pouring
basins. It is also evident from comparing the metal volume of both mold designs that the redesigned
3DSP basin oﬀ ers better metallic yield.

Figure 2-6. Plot of pressure recorded by probe vs time demonstrating the eﬀ ectiveness of
redesigned pouring basin in maintaining greater pressure head
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Figure 2-7. Plot of velocity recorded by probe vs time demonstrating the eﬀ ectiveness of
redesigned pouring basin in reducing melt turbulence.

2.3.2 Sprue
Most sprues that are currently being used in conventional molding systems allow only
straight-vertical metal fall throughout the length of sprue. The length of the sprue ranges widely
from 100 mm up to 1000 mm based on casting sizes. However, since this violates the critical height
condition for most metals (∼10 mm), this results in folding melt surfaces, oxide bi-films, splashing
and air entrapment during the fall. In such conventional sprue designs, this eﬀ ect is amplified since
metal is at its highest velocity at the bottom of the sprue and hits a hard surface before abruptly
changing flow direction to enter into the runners. This results in sand erosion, splashing, turbulence
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in runners and substantial air entrapment due to the formation of low pressure region caused by
local flow around the junction.
To summarize, the sprue profile should neither violate critical fall height condition nor
undergo abrupt changes in flow direction particularly at the sprue-runner junction. Theoretically, a
simple inclined sprue as shown in Figure 2-8(a) would eliminate some of these challenges. In order
to demonstrate the complete design freedom of 3DSP, authors studied several advanced
mathematical profiles that comply by these two conditions and found that parabolic, hyperbolic
and conical-helix profiles as shown in Figure 2-8 shows promising results. Based on the bounding
box of mold as the defining objective; parabolic and hyperbolic sprues are recommended for
smaller castings (< 50 lbs) whereas conical-helix sprues are recommended for medium to large
sized castings (> 50 lbs). The distinct advantages and design-aspects of the proposed conical-helix
sprues are:

Figure 2-8. Diﬀ erent types of sprue profiles – (a) inclined, (b) parabolic, (c) hyperbolic and (d)
conical-helix.



If carefully designed, metal in the sprue should completely conform to the critical fall
height condition for the given alloy system, and completely eliminate folding action during
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the entirety of filling stage. This is the most distinguishing advantage of conical-helix sprue
as compared to other quadratic profiles.


It is known that vena-contracta problem at the sprue-runner junction in conventional
systems is due to the abrupt transformation of vertical kinetic energy to horizontal kinetic
energy. In contrast, the inherent curvature of conical-helix profile transposes the direction
of kinetic energy perpendicularly (i.e., from vertical to horizontal) in infinitesimally small
increments as metal passes down the sprue.



Total curve-length of conical-helix sprue is much higher than conventional straight sprue,
thereby enhancing the frictional interaction of sprue walls with the metal to decrease the
melt flow velocity. This helps eliminate potential turbulence in the gating system,
particularly at the sprue-runner junction. Hence, runner lengths could be drastically
reduced since melt flow exiting the sprues are under significantly decreased turbulence.



Multiple conical-helix sprues can be attached to the 3DSP featured pouring basin shown in
Figure 2-2 presented in Section 2.3.1 such that sprue channels could be narrower to
completely eliminate melt folding. Hence, multiple narrow sprue channels perform much
better in reducing metal folding action than a single wide sprue channel.

Cross-sectional area of the sprue profile must be decreased as metal falls down the sprue
so as to satisfy continuity and Bernoulli principles to account for reduction in falling metal crosssectional area. But the presence of a complex flow channel as opposed to straight channel
introduces frictional dissipation energy as a new unknown variable. This dissipation energy varies
as a function of velocity and is dependent on the curvature and profile of the channel, fluidity and
viscosity of the metal. Further studies are necessary to model the true diameter of optimal sprue
geometry as a function of metal fall along the sprue length.
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A case-study similar to Section 2.3.1.2 is presented to demonstrate the eﬀ ectiveness of
conical-helix sprue in minimizing ingate velocity against Yang’s oﬀ set sprue [26] and conventional
straight sprue [26]. Schematics of all three designs are presented in Figure 2-9. CAD model of
conical-helix sprue is developed by constructing a helix that has a constant pitch for 5 revolutions
for a height of 206 mm with an inward taper of 13.6°. The taper angle is selected such that the
resulting bounding profile forms a cone. Cast part, runner geometry and pouring conditions (150
cc/s) are maintained constant across three mold de-signs. Height of sprue inlet from the cast part is
maintained constant for all the three molds as shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9. Schematic of mold and filling system setup for (a) conventional sprue/runner junction
case [26] (b) sprue oﬀ -set relative to runner junction case [26] and (c) Conical-helix with
conventional runner case.

Computed velocity behavior of the conventional system is shown in Figure 2-10 and it can
be observed that critical velocity condition is violated and causes significant turbulence and air
entrapment in the mold cavity. The reflecting wave from runner extension violently merges with
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the underlying flow resulting in splashing of metal at the ingate as shown in Figure 2-10(a) through
Figure 2-10(c). This led to formation of vortex at the right side of ingate. Due to this, the velocities
in the mold cavity are significantly beyond 0.5m/s as shown in Figure 2-10(c) trough Figure 210(e). Castings produced with such a design are highly defect-prone and will have a detrimental
eﬀ ect on the overall mechanical properties. Though Yang’s oﬀ set sprue as shown in Figure 2-11
is better than conventional in-line sprue, its mold cavity still experiences a lot of turbulence. Even
though the intensity of splashing of metal in the ingate is not as high as in the case of Figure 2-10,
splashing still persists. Vena-contracta and extensive vortexes are also observed in the sprue-runner
junction and in the mold cavity respectively as shown in Figure 2-11(a) through (d). The metal
front is also not planar during filling of metal in the mold cavity as shown in Figure 2-11(d) and
Figure 2-11(e) thereby validating the turbulent nature. This behavior is undesired because of its
nucleating eﬀ ect in air entrapment. Figure 2-12 demonstrates the effectiveness of conical-helix
sprue in controlling turbulence and conforming to critical velocity condition during the entirety of
mold filling. No vortexes are observed at the sprue-runner junction as shown in Figure 2-12(a).
Even though vortices are formed, their intensity is negligible as the metal always satisfies critical
velocity condition as shown in Figure 2-12(c) through Figure 2-12(e). The metal front is planar
denoting the laminar nature of metal during mold filling as can be seen in Figure 2-11(e). This
result also validates the hypothesis that momentum can be reduced smoothly without any abrupt
changes in flow direction.

2.3.3 Runners
The primary purpose of runners is to lead the metal to the mold cavity after it exits the
sprue. Additionally, runners have the secondary objective of controlling the flow of metal which
would have been negatively impacted by fall through lengthy sprue channel. Runners are
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conventionally created by drawing out secondary pattern blocks after packing sand around them or
by manual operations. Currently, most runner systems do not eﬀ ectively control the melt flow;
because custom modifications to each mold would increase tooling costs, lead time and production
time.

Figure 2-10. Velocity (m/s) distribution results for the filling of conventional sprue/runner junction
case.
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Figure 2-11. Velocity (m/s) distribution results for the filling of sprue oﬀ -set to runner case.

Figure 2-12. Velocity (m/s) distribution results for the filling of conical helix with conventional
runner case.
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It should be noted that for conservative estimation, this study did not consider the discharge
of detrimental oxide films caused by melt flow through sprue.
Conventional runner geometry is often a straight runner with rectangular cross-section with
two clear flaws: vena-contracta formation near the entrance and the turbulence caused by reflecting
wave from runner end.
With 3DSP, complex runner networks can be developed to have quiescent filling of the
mold cavity. An example of such a runner net-work is shown in Figure 2-13. Advantages of such
a system are as follows:

Figure 2-13. Opportunity of complex runner network for 3DSP.



Damaging eﬀ ects such as air entrapment and oxide films from vena-contracta formation
near the runner entrance are eliminated from the part cavity (Figure 2-14).



Damage from bubbles, mold gases, entrapped air and other low-density inclusions would
be significantly reduced by adding gating vents at each end of the runner. These channels
act as vents to exclude mold gases while metal is passing through the gating system. They
are conventionally known as runner-extensions. Incorporating such vents into the gating
system not only acts as a reservoir for the fast flowing melt but also provides a passage for
trapped air in the gating system to escape the mold instead of entrapment within the part
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cavity. Additionally, flow-rate along the runner is reduced due to higher back-pressure
during the fill (Figure 2-14).


As an evidence, runner system with a circular cross-section is proved to be more eﬀ ective
than those with rectangular cross-sections [27].



Every perpendicular bend in runner decreases the turbulent kinetic energy by 20% [23].
Specifically, any abrupt change in flow direction is detrimental due to issues with
turbulence and premature solidification. Hence, the 3DSP based curved runner bends
would provide smoother change in directions and reduce turbulent kinetic energy at the
ingate (Figure 2-14).



Additional studies are required to develop an independent model based on pouring rate and
alloy system to determine the overall length of runner-network and appropriate number of
runner bends to resolve the issue of turbulence and reflecting wave.

2.3.4 Simulation of full gating system
In this section, all the redesigned elements of gating system are consolidated together and
its eﬀ ect on controlling turbulence in the final casting is discussed and compared with that of a
conventional mold design. The geometry of redesigned gating system is developed through several
design iterations based on flow simulations. The rectangular cast part examined in Section 2.3.2 is
considered again because of its prevalence in several other gating studies [26, 35, 36].
All the dimensions of conventional gating system are calculated from design rules as
described in [25, 26], whereas 3DSP design is developed based on the constraint of bounding-box
height. Empirical relations that help calculate the dimensions of elements of gating system are
under development and will be discussed in future studies. To eliminate any bias, flow parameters
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such as total metal fall height, cast part dimensions and turbulence model are constant across both
the systems.

Figure 2-14. (a) Full-model of Conventional gating system filling behavior (b) Full-model of
Redesigned gating system filling behavior (c) Velocity distribution during filling of mold cavity in
redesigned gating system.

As shown in Figure 2-14(a), the liquid melt flow in conventional system exhibits chaotic
behavior exceeding the critical velocity while entering the mold cavity. Figure 2-14(b)
demonstrates the improvements achieved from the redesigned 3DSP pouring basin and conicalhelix sprue in reducing the velocity across the sprue channels. Figure 2-14(c) shows the distribution
of velocity field during part cavity filling in the redesigned system and it can be observed that
critical velocity condition is fully satisfied in the part cavity throughout the fill. This proves that
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3DSP featured non-conventional model design eﬀ ectively controls the surface turbulence during
filling thereby drastically reducing potential casting defects. In addition, gating vents in 3DSP
design are more eﬃcient in accommodating perturbations in the melt flow.

2.3.5 Feeding system
Feeders or risers act as reservoirs to provide enough feed metal to eliminate porosity and
shrinkage cavity. Chvorinov’s rule states that the solidification time for the molten metal to remain
in liquid form is directly proportional to the squared of the ratio of the volume of metal (V) to its
surface area (A). Theoretically, for any given volume, sphere is the ideal geometry to minimize
total surface area so that riser solidifies absolutely only after the cast part has solidified. But
implementation of spherical risers for production using conventional methods has not been reported
which be due to tooling and implementation diﬃculties. Instead, almost always a severely suboptimal cylindrical riser was employed. In fact, recently developed topologically optimization
methods for the optimal feeder topology resulted in spherical and other similar geometries that are
impractical to employ in conventional casting techniques [37]. However, they could be easily
integrated into the 3DSP design-fabricate-pour process flow without additional tooling costs.
This ability to easily incorporate complex/optimal feeders using 3DSP to eliminate all
shrinkage defects can be further developed to simultaneously improve metallic yield. A simple
demonstration of employing a hemi-spherical riser is shown in Figure 2-15(a), (b) by comparing
its ability to feed against a cylindrical riser through solidification simulations in SolidCAST. The
dimensions of the cast part and cylindrical riser are adopted from experiments conducted by [38]
where hemi-spherical risers are designed based on the equivalent volume of corresponding
cylindrical riser (Figure 2-15(a)). Similar to prior case studies, the cast part dimension and riser
neck geometry are constant in both scenarios as shown in Figure 2-15(a) and (b). Figure 2-15(a)
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shows that the cylindrical riser along with the cast part has completely solidified after 4 min into
cooling. In comparison, Figure 2-15(b) shows that the hemi-spherical riser has not even started
solidifying at 4 min and has a total solidification time of about 7 min. This proves that metal can
stay in liquid form much longer in a hemi-spherical riser than a cylindrical riser. As a result, the
required volume of a hemi-spherical riser can be reduced, thereby increasing the metallic yield.
Figure 2-15(c) shows such a cast system with a hemi-spherical riser that has the same total
solidification time i.e., 4 min as in Figure 2-15(a) but with 65% less volume. Saving 65% of metal
in every single riser makes 3DSP process economically viable for industrial implementation for
cast products of high-cost alloys and those of poor recyclability. This improvement is higher by an
order of magnitude over previously reported highest improvement of 6% across diﬀ erent riser
geometry over benchmark cylindrical risers in the literature under similar conditions [23].

Figure 2-15. Solidification time at 4 min into cooling for (a) Cylindrical riser [38] (b) Hemispherical riser (c) Hemi-spherical riser with 65% less volume but still has same total solidification
time as case (a).
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A detailed summary of improvements in casting performance using 3DSP over
conventional methods based on this study are presented in Table 2.1.

Riser

Runner

Sprue

Pouring Basin

Table 2-1. Summary of advantages for metal casting using non-traditional mold design via 3DSP
Property

Conventional

Basin Exit
(i.e., Sprue
Inlet)

Single

3DSP
Design
Multiple

Exit Pressure

Straight/round
and exiting
from base
Low

Curved and
exiting
from wall
High

Exit Velocities

High

Low

Slag trap

Absent
(or difficult)

Easy
(DDM)

Undercuts

No effect
on cost

Critical Fall
height
Sprue-runner
junction

Expensive
(often
impossible)
Violated
Results in
“dead-zone”

Exit velocities

High

Streamlines
are not
diverged
Low

Venacontracta
problem
Runner
extension
(or)Vents
Turbulent
Energy

Damaging at
ingate

Safe at
ingate

Challenging
but often
required
High

Easy to
incorporate

Metallic Yield

Low

High

Satisfied

Low

Improvement in 3DSP
Reduced CSA per sprue restrains liquid not to
fold its own surface. Most advantageous for
larger castings.
Curved profile exiting from lateral wall of basin
designed for fully filled flow eliminates
entrainment of air
High pressure head avoids any misruns and aids
fully filled flow. Most advantageous in thinwalled castings and alloys with low-fluidity.
Lower velocities represent better control over
surface turbulence, an ideal characteristic of a
gating element
Contaminants (Ex: Dross, slag) cannot easily
enter into sprue. Over-flow basin can be added
per requirements.
Slag trap is provided; splashing is controlled;
multiple sprues are possible by provision of
undercuts without any increase in cost.
Metal will never entrain its surface or splash or
gets damaged during the fall
Transposes the direction of kinetic energy
perpendicularly in infinitesimal increments as
metal passes down the sprue
Reduced CSA per sprue assists in fully filled
flow and eliminates surface turbulence, binder
oxidation
Damaging effects incurred from vena-contracta
problem near runner entrance won’t be carried
over into the mold cavity easily as it is far away
Damage from bubbles, mold gases, entrapped air
and all other low density inclusions can be
brought down
Designing runner network by providing
sufficient runner length and bends decreases
turbulent kinetic energy
High volume-to-surface area ratio of hemispherical riser increases its ability to feed
thereby saving in on yield
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2.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, opportunities to improve casting performance for metal castings using 3DSP
is presented in this research. This is accomplished by exploiting the unparalleled design freedom
of the 3DSP process to redesign each element of the gating and feeding system. Improvements
through the proposed approach were established in comparison to prior studies alternatives using
similar computational flow simulations. Elements of rigging systems were systematically redesigned in order to reduce surface turbulence, oxide films, air entrapment, bubble damage and
other casting defects, and improved metallic yield. A brief summary of these redesigned elements
which are first reported in this work are given below:


Multiple sprues originating from the lateral side of an oﬀ -set basin which has a provision
for slag traps and undercuts for reducing splashing is presented and its improved
performance characteristics are discussed.



A conical-helix sprue that conforms to the critical fall-height condition and eliminates
detrimental fi lm folding action is discussed.



A complex runner network along with surge control mechanism is detailed.

In order to improve the feeding eﬃciency and metallic yield, (hemi) spherical risers are introduced.
On-going eﬀ orts include experimental analysis of casting performance proposed in this
research through embedded sensors to record real-time information on temperature, acceleration,
relative velocity and humidity.
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3. NOVEL SPRUE DESIGNS IN METAL CASTING
via 3D SAND-PRINTING

This chapter is currently under-review for publication in Additive Manufacturing Journal: Sama, S. R.,
Badamo, T., Lynch P., & Manogharan, G. (2018). Novel Sprue Designs in Metal Casting via 3D SandPrinting.

Abstract
The opportunity to improve the quality of metal castings by allowing fabrication of
complex gating systems via 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) has been recently established. Among the
different components in a gating system, sprue design offers a major opportunity to exploit the
unlimited geometric freedom offered by 3DSP process. In this study, conventional principles of
casting hydrodynamics is advanced by validated novel numerical models of parabolic and conicalhelix sprue to improve melt flow control. Computational flow simulations demonstrate that conicalhelix sprue satisfy the critical velocity condition by reducing the ingate velocity below 0.5 m/s.
Multiple approaches to integrate 3DSP into conventional manufacturing to fabricate complex
gating systems through “Hybrid Molding” are presented. 3D Sand-Printed molds featuring the two
optimized sprue profiles (parabolic, conical-helix) and benchmark straight sprue are fabricated for
pouring 17-4PH stainless steel alloy (CB7Cu-1). Computed tomography scanning (CT scan),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) are used to
characterize the castings from the three different sprue designs. CT scan shows that parabolic sprue
casting (PSC) and conical-helix sprue casting (CHSC) reduced overall casting defects by 56% and
99.5% respectively when compared to straight sprue casting (SSC). SEM analysis confirms the
presence of globular oxide inclusions and shows that PSC and CHSC exhibits 21% and 35%
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reduced inclusion area when compared to the SSC. EDS analysis shows evidence of the formation
of oxides of aluminum, silicon and manganese in the microstructure and demonstrates that the
elemental composition of inclusions in both PSC and CHSC is similar to that of SSC. Three point
flexural testing reveals that CHSC and PSC exhibits an increase of 8.4% and 4.1% respectively in
average ultimate flexural strength than SSC. The findings from this study demonstrate that
numerically optimized gating systems that can only be fabricated via 3DSP have the potential to
significantly improve both mechanical and metallurgical performance of sand castings.

3.1 Introduction

The market size of the metal casting industry was 20 billion USD in 2017 and is expected
to grow annually at a rate of 9% to reach 40 billion USD by 2025 [1]. Engineered castings constitute
about 90% of total manufactured goods and capital equipment [2]. In United States, over 2000
metal casting facilities employ more than 200,000 people across the country [2]. Despite having a
casting market share of 80% [3], sand casting foundries across the globe suffer from long lead
times, expensive tooling and limited flexibility. It is well known that the pattern making step in
sand casting is the bottleneck and often, the most expensive component in low volume production
runs. The need to remove the pattern from compacted sand mold to create casting cavity
significantly restricts the geometries in traditional sand castings. The increased complexity of metal
parts for industrial and mission critical applications demands new technologies. Recent
advancements in 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) which is a form of Additive Manufacturing (AM)
bridges this technological gap through direct printing of sand molds in a layer-by-layer process [4],
[5].
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3DSP is a binder-jetting AM process where foundry sand is spread in layers and binders
(e.g. furan) are selectively deposited based on the computer aided design (CAD) file of the molds
and cores. 3DSP offers a novel solution for directly fabricating molds and cores without any
requirement of tooling [4]. The rapidly evolving AM technology has provided several opportunities
to help the metal casting industry. Complex soft tools and hard tools such as jigs, fixtures and
patterns can be fabricated using a range of AM processes and materials [6]. By using material
extrusion and stereolithography (SLA) systems, patterns for sand casting can be directly printed
plastic [5] or wax for investment casting [7]. Figure 3-1 illustrates the research framework for
advancing metal casting applications by exploiting design freedom in 3DSP.
Mold filling is a critical phenomenon that directly impacts the quality of castings. The
filling process is typically comprised of free surface flow of the metal front inside the mold cavity
[8]. The exposure of liquid metals to atmosphere and moisture during free surface flows results in
the oxidation of melt surface leading to formation of surface oxide films [9]. Folding of free dry
oxide surfaces result in detrimental bifilms or double oxide films [10], [11] that act as cracks to
initiate failures [12]. The rate of bifilm formation increases with increase in turbulence as the oxide
layers continuously stretch, rupture and regrow [13] [14]. Entrained defects viz. surface oxides,
oxide inclusions, sand inclusions, blowholes, bubbles, bifilms among others have a deleterious
effect on the reproducibility of the mechanical properties of castings [15]–[18]. Oxide films are
found to adversely affect tensile strength [19]–[21], fatigue life [22], fracture strength [23],
machinability [24], [25] and also act as initiation sites for shrinkage pore formation [26] and
hydrogen gas pore formation [27] in castings. Therefore, it is of most importance to reduce defects
due to entrainment as they are responsible for 80% of the total effective problems in castings [28].
Therefore, in order to make defect-free castings with a minimal scrap rate, it is critical to
incorporate proper gating systems that facilitate effective control over mold filling by reducing
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velocity of liquid metal at ingate to below 0.5 m/s [29], [30] to improve product quality and foundry
productivity.
As the sprue controls the fill rate of the casting, sprue is regarded as the “single most
important part [31]” and “most critical component [32]” of the gating system”. During the filling
process, liquid fall will act as plunging jet if the sprue is not filled completely [33] leading to gas
entrainment [34], [35]. Therefore, the liquid metal is usually choked at the bottom of the sprue and
the filling rate of the mold cavity is controlled through changing the cross-sectional area at the
sprue exit [36]. However, Campbell notes that an ideal design should use the entire length of the
sprue to control the flow rate [8]. Campbell further mentions “Although methoding engineers have
been carrying out such calculations correctly for many years, somehow only the sprue exit has been
considered to act as the choke [8]”. The authors in this research propose that if carefully designed,
it is feasible to control the rate of the metal flow all through the length of the sprue via 3DSP.
Therefore, in order to reduce casting defects, gating systems must be redesigned for 3DSP without
severe hard tooling manufacturing in conventional mold-making process.
In this research, numerical models for two complex sprue profiles are developed and their
effects on casting performance are experimentally validated. Novel methods to fabricate complex
conical-helix sprue channels via “hybrid molding” approaches are presented. Section 3.2 presents
a brief literature review of reported studies on optimizing gating systems. Section 3.3 details the
numerical models and optimization algorithm for the novel complex sprue concepts. Section 3.4
details the design of experiments including steps to fabricate 3DSP molds and castings. Section 3.5
presents both computational and experimental results and Section 3.6 analyses the relevance of the
results. Finally, Section 3.7 summarizes this study along with brief discussion on future directions
of this research.
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Figure 3-1. Overview of 3D Sand-Printing Research Areas
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Table 3-1. Nomenclature for sprue design

𝛼

Angular frequency of conical-helix

𝑟

Parameter related to radius of the cone in conical-helix

𝑎, 𝑏

Parameters that defines parabolic profile

ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑒

Total height of the sprue ( 𝑚)

ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛

Depth of the pouring basin (𝑚)

ℎ𝑓

𝑑𝑡

Total head loss when liquid traverses through a 3𝑑-profile of length 𝑑𝑡 (𝑚)

𝑔

Acceleration due to gravity (𝑚/𝑠 2 )

𝑡

Parameter to define depth from top of sprue

𝑠(𝑡)

Length of the profile from top of sprue (𝑚)

𝑑(𝑡)

Diameter of the cross-section of the sprue channel at depth 𝑡 (𝑚)

𝑣𝑡

Velocity at a depth 𝑡 from top of the sprue (𝑚/𝑠)

𝑑𝑡

Incremental depth

𝑓

Wall friction loss coefficient

𝐾𝑏

Bend loss coefficient

3.2 Literature Review and Research Gap
In the past century, researchers have experimented with various parameters for
construction of straight sprue based on basic principles of fluid dynamics. Most of the current
design knowledge on gating systems are derived from trial and error approaches [36], [37], water
modelling [35], [38], [39] or more recently, using computational simulation tools [40]–[42] . Since
the kinematic viscosity of most liquid metals is similar to water [35], [37], [38], [43], numerous
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researchers have experimented with water models using transparent molds usually made of perspex
[38] or acrylic [44] to visualize fluid flow in molds. More accurate visualizations to overcome the
limitations of water analogs have been made possible with the use of real-time X-ray imaging
during mold filling [45], [46]. However, this system is very expensive and only offers qualitative
information.
Interfacial fluid modelling by tracking free surfaces can be employed using Eulerian
techniques through marker method and volume-of-fluid (VOF) methods [47] or by using
Lagrangian methods such as smoothed-particle hydrodynamics [48]. Most commercial simulation
packages (Ex: MAGMAsoft, Flow3D) utilize the VOF method to model castings. Gating systems
are typically analyzed using computational modelling, statistical or mathematical optimization
algorithms or a combination of these techniques. Trident gates, spin traps and bubble traps are
found to be effective in reducing melt turbulence through computational simulations for cast steel
[49]. Runner depth and runner tail slope are optimized for aluminum by coupling the Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) direct gradient optimization algorithm in flow simulations [50].
Ingate height, ingate width, runner height and runner width are optimized for minimizing shrinkage
porosity, filling velocity and product yield in cast magnesium cylindrical housings using Taguchi
statistical tools [42]. Another study focused on optimizing the geometrical descriptors viz. radii of
the ingates and runner to minimize liquid metal velocity using Pareto front based multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm [51].
Alternative to optimizing parameters of conventional gating systems, few studies in the
literature reported on attempting to non-conventional sprue designs to minimize oxide film
formation. An off-set sprue was proposed featuring a double-perpendicular turn at the intersection
of the sprue/runner junction which was shown to be effective in reducing melt turbulence while
decreasing the in-gate velocity below 0.5m/s [33]. However, a double-perpendicular fluid bend
action is prone to forming low pressure vortexes at the junction which will react with the melt flow
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resulting in the formation of oxides [33], [52]. Another study proved this by demonstrating a
smooth L-shaped curvature at the sprue/runner junction to lower turbulence without entrapping any
detrimental oxide films [53]. A vortex well at the intersection of the sprue and runner which was
manufactured using a pattern via multi jet modelling AM technology provided early evidence of
enhanced mechanical and microstructure properties of cast parts [54].
Figure 3-1 shows that by leveraging shape complexity of the 3DSP process, part
optimization and/or casting performance optimization can be performed. In the part optimization
module, the feasibility of manufacturing complex topology optimized structures is demonstrated
[5]. Additionally, functional components can be consolidated to minimize weight such as the
elimination of flanges by consolidating geometry of an exhaust manifold and the base of a turbine
housing as shown in Figure 3-1. The opportunity via 3DSP to optimize casting performance by
using non-conventional gating and feeding systems has recently been established [52]. Casting
orientation can be optimized independent of tooling requirements for optimal casting performance
and numerically optimal hemi-spherical risers is feasible via 3DSP. Pouring basins with lateral
outlets, multiple sprues, complex runners and ingates as shown in Figure 3-1 could facilitate better
turbulence control. The ability to print complex molds and cores can be exploited to increase casting
performance, e.g. shell-truss molds to tailor cooling rate per specific casting requirements [55].
Water-analog experiments and X-ray imaging validation demands prototype molds that are
not only expensive but also have limited geometrical flexibility. It makes such techniques
extremely challenging and time consuming for analyzing optimal gating solutions. This research
aims to explore the ‘rapid production’ capability of 3DSP technique to discover optimal gating
systems with novel design concept that are extremely difficult to fabricate via any traditional
manufacturing process. The application of optimization algorithms based on principles of casting
hydrodynamics to satisfy ideal mold filling conditions are examined and validated using
computational simulations, porosity and inclusion characterization and mechanical testing. This
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comprehensive research demonstrates the potential of design freedom via 3DSP to generate gating
design that produce defect-free cast parts.

3.3 Sprue Modeling
Based on well-established studies in casting hydrodynamics, three prominent design
conditions should be satisfied in an optimal sprue to reduce entrainment:
1. Velocity at the ingate should be less than or equal to critical velocity (0.5m/s) implying
that the velocity at the bottom of the sprue is constrained [8], [16], [29], [30]
2. Minimize the overall length of the sprue to minimize thermal loss [56] and provide
adequate time for generated gas bubbles to escape the mold [35].
3. Abrupt changes either in the sprue profile or at the intersection of sprue with the runner
bar should be avoided [8], [16]

3.3.1 Velocity after a generic fluid fall
Fluid flow in a sprue is approximated as a Newtonian fluid flow with frictional effects in a
circular channel with surface roughness. The objective for developing an optimal numerical model
is to strategically harness the wall-melt flow frictional forces to decrease the velocity of the melt at
the ingate below critical velocity. Table 1 provides the nomenclature of variables for sprue design.
Applying Bernoulli’s principle in a generic fluid fall of 𝑑𝑡 at a depth 𝑡 as shown in Figure 3-2,
provides:
The head loss due to friction ℎ𝑓

𝑑𝑡

is determined using Eq. (2) which is adopted from [36].

However, authors are not aware of analytical correlations that can provide bend head loss
coefficient 𝐾𝑏 for a generic three dimensional curvature and hence 𝐾𝑏 is not considered in this
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study. Substituting 𝐾𝑏 = 0 in Eq. (2) gives the Darcy-Weisbach equation since the metal flow in a
gating system lies in the turbulent regime (Re >> 2000). The analytical correlation for Moody’s
friction factor f [57] is calculated using Haaland equation [58] given in Eq. (3). For any given sprue
profile, assuming a constant metal input velocity of 𝑣𝑡=0 = √2𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛 at the top of the sprue, the
velocity of the metal at any given depth 𝑣𝑡 is determined using Eq 1. In order to obtain velocity at
the bottom of the sprue 𝑣𝑡=ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑒 , Eq. 1 is applied incrementally multiple times (i.e. ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑒 /𝑑𝑡).
2
𝑣𝑡2
𝑣𝑡+𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑑𝑡 =
+ ℎ𝑓𝑑𝑡
2𝑔
2𝑔

ℎ𝑓𝑑𝑡 =

𝑣𝑡2 𝑓 × 𝑠(𝑡)
(
+ 𝐾𝑏 )
2𝑔 𝑑(𝑡)

𝜖/𝑑(𝑡) 1.11 6.9
= −1.8𝑙𝑜𝑔 [(
)
+
]
3.7
𝑅𝑒
√𝑓
1

Figure 3-2. A generic metal fall of 𝑑𝑡 at depth 𝑡

(1)

(2)

(3)
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3.3.2 Mathematical Profiles
Conical-helix and parabolic sprue profiles [52] are considered in this study and preliminary
simulations showed the former profile is the most optimal sprue configuration. The parameters that
define the two complex profiles and the formulation of length of the sprue are discussed in this
section.

3.3.2.1 Conical Helix.
The parametric equations that define a conical-helix profile shown in Figure 3-3 are given
in Eq. (4):
𝑥 = 𝑡𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑡)
𝑦 = 𝑡𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑡)

(4)

𝑧 = ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑒 − 𝑡

Here r is proportional to the radius of the overlaying cone with inverse of height of sprue
as the constant of proportionality. 𝛼 is equal to the angular frequency of the helix. Length of the
curve from the top of the sprue at depth 𝑡 in conical helix profile is given in Eq. (5):
1
1 + 𝑟2
𝛼𝑟𝑡
𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑡 [√1 + 𝑟 2 (1 + 𝛼 2 𝑟 2 )] +
sinh−1
2
2𝛼𝑟
√1 + 𝑟 2

(5)

The upper bound for the angular frequency is defined to by constraining metal fall to be
lower than critical fall height ℎ𝑐𝑟 as shown in Eq. (6). Critical height is equal to the height of sessile
drop of a metal and is 10𝑚𝑚 − 15𝑚𝑚 for most metals [8], [16].
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𝛼 < 𝛼𝑐𝑟 =

2𝜋
ℎ𝑐𝑟

(6)

Figure 3-3. A general conical-helix profile

3.3.2.2 Parabola.
The origin of the parabolic profile is fixed at the bottom end of the parabolic sprue as shown
in Figure 3-4. Parametric equations for this parabolic configuration are given in Eq. (7) as:
𝑦 = 𝑎(𝑥 − 𝑏)2 − 𝑎𝑏 2

(7)

The length of the curve from the top of the sprue is given in Eq. (8) as:
𝑠(𝑡) = 𝐿(𝑥(𝑡)) − 𝐿(𝑥(0))

(8)
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𝐿(𝑦) is the length of the curve from the bottom of the sprue and 𝑥(𝑡) is the 𝑥 coordinate
of the intersection of the profile at depth 𝑡 from the top of the sprue as defined in Eq. (9) and (10)
respectively.
𝐿(𝑦) =

(𝑏 − 𝑦)√1 + 4𝑎2 (𝑏 − 𝑦)2 sinh−1 2𝑎(𝑏 − 𝑦)
−
2
4𝑎
ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑒 − 𝑡
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑏 − √
+ 𝑏2
𝑎

(9)

(10)

Figure 3-4. A parabolic sprue profile with origin at the bottom end of the sprue

3.3.3 Optimization Algorithm
A constrained optimization algorithm is presented to minimize the length of the profile to
reduce thermal loss and concurrently ensure the target velocity condition is achieved. The
optimization problem can be summarized as:
Objective: Minimize length of the curve 𝑠(𝑡)
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Constraint: 𝑣𝑡=ℎ𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑒 ≤ 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
Variables: 𝛼, 𝑟 for conical-helix
𝑎, 𝑏 for parabolic
The Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) constrained optimization algorithm is
implemented using the MATLAB inbuilt fmincon function. The rationale behind using SQP
technique is its demonstrated utility for gating system optimization and application of the VOF
method for CFD analysis which were in agreement to real-time experiments [50], [59]. The flow
chart shown in Figure 3-5 summarizes the optimization routine. 𝑣𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 is calculated based on
procedure in Section 3.1 and the length of the profile s(t) is determined based on procedure in
Section 3.2.

Figure 3-5. Flow chart of the optimization algorithm
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3.3.4 Convergence Study
This section discusses whether or not the optimization algorithm converges to a unique
solution for a given pouring condition. A unique solution exists with unique parameters for the
parabolic profile irrespective of the initial conditions. However, in the case of conical-helix profile,
a unique optimal length of the curve exists but infinite possibilities for the parameters 𝛼, 𝑟 are
available to achieve the derived optimum. An illustration of the various possibilities of 𝛼, 𝑟 for an
optimized length for various sprue heights in conical-helix is shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6. Convergence analysis of optimization variables for conical-helix (Units are in mm)
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An increase in length of the sprue 𝑠(𝑡) is observed as the height of the sprue is increased.
A unique solution would be feasible if the bend loss friction factor 𝐾𝑏 was considered in the
formulation of head loss, which will be included in future work. In this study, the profile that has
maximum bends i.e., high 𝛼 value or low 𝑟 value is considered as an optimal solution because of
its potency to increase frictional losses. It should be noted that the 3D channel which follows a
conical-helix profile is designed by extruding tapered circular cross-section on the optimized
conical-helix space curve. Therefore, design for manufacturing demands that global optimum
parameters are selected based on not just maximizing α but also considering the feasibility of lofting
a circular cross-section through the conical-helix space curve.

3.4 Experimental Procedure

3.4.1 Mold Design
In this research, 17-4PH stainless steel alloy (martensitic stainless steel containing 3 wt.%
Cu) was poured into 3DSP molds of straight sprued casting (SSC), parabolic sprued casting (PSC)
and conical-helix sprued casting (CHSC). 17-4PH stainless steel is a martensitic stainless steel
widely used for corrosion-critical components. The following discussion below describes the
optimal sprue design parameters and mold dimensions.

3.4.1.1 Design of sprue
The benchmark cast part and gating system geometry are adopted from Yang et al. [33].
The height of the sprue is always maintained at 185 mm [33]. The advantage of the undercut at the
base of pouring basin include minimizing the occurrence of splashing and the sprue cover prevents
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metal from directly falling into the sprue [16]. Unlike conventional mold making [16],
incorporation of these additional design features is relatively easier and cheaper 3DSP molds. The
pouring basin is altered from [33] and is redesigned as shown in Figure 3-7. While the sprue well
is provided in conventional straight sprue [33], it is not provided in PSC and CHSC as
recommended by Campbell [16].

Figure 3-7. Dimensions of the pouring basin, runner, ingate and cast part are the same for all sprues

The average roughness of the surface of mold wall ε required in the formulation of friction
factor was approximated as 5μm using a C-9 cast microfinish comparator as per ANSI/ASME
B46.1 [60] after mold wash. Mold wash is a commonly employed step in foundries prior to pour
where an alcohol-based liquid is applied on mold surfaces that will interact with liquid metal and
is ignited to improve mold surface quality. In this study, mold wash from ASK Chemicals supplied
by Lancaster Foundry Supply Company is applied prior to pour. The density of 17-4PH stainless
steel liquid metal is 7030 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 with a kinematic viscosity of 90 μ𝑚2 /s [61]. The optimization
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algorithm detailed in Section 3 yielded 𝑠(𝑡) of 372 mm and 423mm for PSC and CHSC
configurations respectively when compared to 185 mm sprue length in SSC [33]. The optimum
length in the CHSC could have been the least if 𝐾𝑏 would have been considered in head loss
formulation. Additional details for the different sprue configurations are listed in Table 3-2.
In order to design the subsequent components of the gating system i.e., runner and ingate
geometries need to be analyzed. A gating ratio of 1.5:4:6 is considered with a friction loss factor of
10% in the gating design wizard in SolidCAST [62] and the results are also included in Table 3-2.
In order to isolate the effects of the proposed sprue designs, design parameters for pouring basin,
runner, vent and cast part geometries are maintained uniform across the three configurations and
their dimensions are shown in Figure 3-7.

Table 3-2. Parameters for construction of the gating system for all three sprue-featured castings

Sprue

Parameter

Straight

Parabolic

Conical Helix

Area (𝑚𝑚2 )

300

310

310

Length/Width

20/15
19.8

19.8

79

78.5

10

10

Top Cross
Section
Diameter (𝑚𝑚)
Area (𝑚𝑚2 )

120

Length/Width

15/8

Bottom Cross
Section
Diameter (𝑚𝑚)

Profile

Length (𝑚𝑚)

185

372

423

𝑟 (𝑚𝑚), 𝛼

-

-

136, 156

𝑥ℎ (𝑚𝑚)

-

312

-

Characteristics
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3.4.1.2 Mold Fabrication and Casting Process
The molds were fabricated using a Viridis3D RAM printer with a layer thickness of 0.4mm.
ViriCast powder and CSTRed Binder (both produced by Viridis3D) are used in the printing process.
Using sieve analysis, the AFS grain fineness number for the ViriCast powder was found to be 216
[63]. Mold wash was applied to all the internal surfaces of the mold as it was proven effective in
changing the metal flow from chaotic to smooth [45]. After printing, loose sand was drained from
internal cavities in the mold. Conical-helix channels were narrow and appropriate design
considerations was undertaken to provide access for draining loose sand. There are multiple ways
to design draining access to remove loose sand from conical-helix sprues as illustrated in Figure 38.
The categories ① and ② in Figure 3-8 fall under the concept of “Hybrid Molding”, a term
coined by authors to represent manufacturing techniques in which 3D sand-printed products are
integrated into conventional molds to produce castings. Hybrid molding offers a platform to
integrate the design complexity and rapid production of 3DSP with tooling available for
conventional mold making (e.g. existing patterns and core boxes). In order to illustrate this
approach, a conventional wooden pattern was fabricated along with a standalone 3DSP sprue which
was later assembled with the pattern. In category ①, trapped sand was removed by designing the
CHSC as a three piece system in which a core slices the conical-helix. In Category ②, trapped
sand was removed by providing multiple horizontal parting lines across sprue length. The
categories ③ and ④ uses only 3DSP molds without using any pattern or core in two different
parting line orientation. Material characterization experiments were performed only on castings
made from category ③. The 17-4PH stainless steel alloy was poured at 29500F and the pour time
was tracked using stopwatch: 3.5s-PSC, 4s-SSC and 5.7s-CHSC. Figure 3-9 shows examples of
cast parts in the three different sprue configurations after mold shake out and sand blasting. Post-
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casting heat treatment processing were not employed in this study to isolate the effects of the novel
sprue designs.

Figure 3-8. Multiple techniques to fabricate CHSC (1) Hybrid molding with vertical split sprue and
core assembly, and (2) Hybrid molding with horizontal parting lines; and 3D Printed molds with
(3) vertical and (4) horizontal parting lines

Figure 3-9. 17-4PH stainless steel alloy castings featuring (a) straight sprue (b) parabolic sprue (c)
conical-helix sprue
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3.4.3 Flow Modeling and Characterization
Computational fluid flow modelling was performed in FLOW-3D CAST V4.2 (Flow
Science) software with identical inlet, fluid and boundary conditions. The software applies NavierStokes methodology using VOF method and is consistent with actual flow patterns as revealed by
radiography [19]. An inlet metal flow rate of 225μm/s into the pouring basin was maintained
constant in all three sprue designs. Probes were inserted at 5mm above the ingate in mid-plane of
the casting to calculate air entrapment (Section 5.1).
It is common to use destructive and non-destructive testing as a quality control tool to
inspect internal flaws in castings. A GE v|tome|x Computed Tomography (CT) Scanning system
with a 270kV 300μA X-ray beam with a resolution of 112μm per voxel was used to inspect casting
defects. After segmentation, quantitative image analysis was conducted by cropping an identical
sub-volume of 1651×751×53 voxel space from all CT scans to eliminate surface scanning artifacts.
The sub-volumes were converted to 16 bit and gray scale value lower than 30000 is applied as the
threshold for casting defects. The threshold value of 30000 is selected based on distinctive
observations on differences in image contrast between base metal and casting defects. Authors
believe that this is the first reported study which employs CT to quantify casting defects in
evaluating gating systems.
In order to study the effects of gating system design on microstructure, one sample from
each of the machined plates was cut using the water-jet process from identical locations in the
castings. The samples were polished in an Allied Multiprep System to a 1μm finish in using a
diamond-lapping film and Greenlube lubricant. Ten SEM observations per sample spanning across
the sample surface were recorded using a Thermo Fisher (FEI) Q250 Environmental scanning
electron microscope (SEM) which is also equipped with EDS capabilities. EDS is performed on
the same polished surface to quantify the elemental composition of casting defects and base alloy.
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Flexural testing using ASTM E290 standard [64] protocol was conducted to understand the
effect of the filling system on mechanical strength. Four samples of 60×12×4.25 mm3 were CNC
machined from each of the three castings and were tested under a three point bending load in an
MTS Qtest Elite 100 machine. “Edge effects” that cause increased strength in samples taken from
edges compared to center samples are beyond the scope of this study and their effect is not
considered [54]. Figure 3-10 shows the locations for both flexural specimens and SEM/EDS
microstructure specimen in the casting.

Figure 3-10. (a) Location of four flexural specimens (60×12×4.25) and a SEM/EDSM
microstructure specimen machined from the casting (in mm) (b) Machined flexural specimens
taken from CHSC

3.5 Results and Discussions

3.5.1 Computational Simulations
Mold filling simulations show that SSC is prone to severe undesired melt turbulence as
melt flow velocity violate the critical velocity condition as shown in Figure 3-11. It can be observed
from Figure 3-12 and 3-13 that PSC and CHSC facilitates the relatively smoother metal flow at the
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bottom of the sprue and completely adheres to the critical velocity condition at the ingate. In PSC
and CHSC design concepts, the metal front is parallel to the runner which indicates laminar metal
flow throughout the filling process. Conversely, the metal front in SSC is observed to fountain and
fold over similar to prior studies [65], [50], [66] where extensive oxide films are reported.

Figure 3-11. Prediction of filling for a straight sprued castings at varying time steps
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Figure 3-12. Prediction of filling for a parabolic sprued castings at varying time steps

Figure 3-13. Prediction of filling for a conical-helix sprued casting at varying time steps

Figure 3-14 compares the air entrapped (%volume) in the melt collected by a virtual probe
located 5mm above the ingate at an identical location in all three sprue design flow simulations. It
provides evidence that numerically optimized sprue geometries drastically reduces air entrapped
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by limiting turbulent flow. The characteristic peaks in the air entrapment profiles are due to the
recirculation of fluid within the mold and their intensity increases with increase in turbulence.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-14. Comparison of the fraction of entrained air volume measured by a probe at an identical
location for all three sprued castings
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3.5.2 CT Scan
As mentioned in Section 4.3, scanning artifacts (such as edge blur image degradation) are
addressed by cropping the edges of the CT images. The cropped volume consists of 1651×751×53
matrix of voxels with a resolution of 112 μm per voxel. Figure 3-15 summarizes the results from
CT scans and shows that PSC and CHSC reduces overall porosity by 56% and 99.5% respectively
when compared SSC. It is evident that CHSC demonstrates the ability to produce cleaner/denser
castings that exhibit superior part performance characteristics (Section 5.4).

Figure 3-15. CT Scan of (a) SSC (b) PSC (c) CHSC (d) Comparison of casting defects for all three
sprued castings
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3.5.3 Microstructure and Inclusion Characterization
The microstructure of polished specimens was identical in all three sprue designs because
the rate of solidification is not impacted by sprue design. Figure 3-16 shows representative
microstructures of SSC, PSC and CHSC. The dark circular regions that are dispersed in the
microstructure in Figure 3-16 are inclusions that are of interest in this study. EDS analysis of these
inclusions established evidence of oxides with high silicon and aluminum content. Significant
amounts of sulphur and manganese were also found. The presence of aluminum content is due to
its use as a deoxidizing agent in treatment of 17-4PH steel prior to mold filling. As shown in Figure
3-17, the inclusions have similar elemental compositions in all three conditions. In summary, EDS
analysis reveals that the voids are predominantly oxide inclusions and are assumed to be
reoxidation inclusions (typically macro-inclusions) [67] that are formed due to melt turbulence
during the filling process.
Ten SEM images per sample were used to statistically evaluate the distribution of
inclusions on the microstructure. These images were evaluated using an image analysis software
(ImageJ [68]) and Figure 3-16(d) summarizes the findings from inclusion distribution analysis. It
can be observed that PSC and CHSC exhibits a 21% and 35% reduction inclusion area when
compared to SSC. A one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) statistical test resulted in a p-value
of 0.044 indicating that statistical significance of sprue design concepts on inclusion distribution
(α=0.05). Tukey-Fisher tests also established that the means of CHSC and SSC are statistically
significantly different.
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Figure 3-16. SEM micrograph demonstrating micro-porosity in specimens taken from (a) SSC (b)
PSC (c) CHSC; (d) comparison of percent area inclusions on the microstructure
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Figure 3-17. Comparison of inclusion elemental compositions

3.5.4 Flexural Strength
Ultimate flexural strength for the three castings is summarized in Figure 3-18 and the
results indicate that CHSC shows 8.4% enhanced mechanical strength when compared to SSC. As
the limited sample size (n=4) cannot be assumed to be normally distributed, non-parametric
Friedman ANOVA test is conducted to test statistical significance between SSC and CHSC. The
two tests reveal a p-value of 0.045. The conclusion from the Friedman ANOVA test was that a
statistically significant difference occurred for ultimate flexural strength between SSC and CHSC.
Statistically significance is not observed between SSC and PSC.
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Figure 3-18. Comparison of ultimate flexural strength for all three sprue featured castings

3.6 Discussions

3.6.1 Relevance of modelling and characterization to experimental observations
Optimization of SSC sprue design based on Flow3D simulations is in close agreement to
real-time X-ray radiographic experiments [33]. The filling simulation of SSC in the present study
shows that fountaining in SSC is directed towards the sprue when metal enters from ingate into the
cast part as shown in Figure 3-19(a). However, this is contrary to observations in Aluminum
literature [65], [33] and gray cast iron experimental observations [45] where the fountain almost
always fountains away from the sprue as summarized in Figure 3-19. This is attributed to the
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dynamic viscosity of liquid steel which is twice that of liquid aluminum resulting in molten steel
in low-viscous laminar flow rather as opposed to turbulent flow as defined by Sirrel et al. [65].
Fountaining towards the sprue direction occurs when the overlying laminar reflected wave that has
originated from the runner extension does not mix with the underlying turbulent flow [65]. This
situation occurred as the length of the sprue (185mm) used in this study is far less than the
benchmark studies in Aluminum alloys (410mm). Therefore, liquid metal would not experience as
high of a degree of turbulence in the runner and gate in this study.

Figure 3-19. Fountaining pattern comparison between CFD simulation of (a) SSC (b) PSC (c)
CHSC; vs real-time X-ray radiograph of (d) aluminum (adopted from [65]) (e) Aluminum (adopted
from [33]) (f) Gray Cast Iron (adopted from [45]))

Reoxidation inclusions or “young oxide films” form when deoxidized steel comes into
contact with oxygen/air during mold pouring and filling. It is estimated to cause 83% and 48% of
macro-inclusions for low-alloy and high-alloy steel castings respectively [69] and this phenomenon
is extensively investigated [70]. The “young” oxide films occurs as indigenous non-metallic
inclusions that are generated during filling in the form of ‘tangled or network’, ‘layer oxide or
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globular oxide’ or ‘cloud or strip clustering particles’ [71]. The results from SEM in this study
show that they take the form of globular oxides in 17-4PH stainless steel alloy. This result is
substantiated through EDS analysis which confirms the presence of oxides of silicon, aluminum
and manganese similar to Steel Foundry Society of America (SFSA) research [72], [73]. Aluminum
oxides and silicates that are found in this study are considered prevalent in reoxidation and
formation of non-metallic inclusions in steel [74], [75]. The pre-pour chemistry measured through
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is also similar to the post-pour chemistry of the parent-alloy
measured using EDS as is shown in Table 3. Inconsistency in carbon composition in Table 3 is
attributed to contamination during pouring. In 17-4PH stainless steel alloy, inclusions that are found
in this study are shown to affect the mechanical strength by initiating cracks on fracture surfaces
[76].

Table 3-3. Chemical composition in weigh percentage of 17-4PH stainless steel alloy measured
using (a) OES before pouring (b) EDS after solidification

17-4PH

Stainless
C

Mn

Si

Cr

Ni

Mo

Cu

Fe

Steel
Pre-pour (a)

OES

0.03

0.55

0.80

16.2

3.77

0.1

2.72

75.4

Post-Pour (b)

EDS

2.09

0.53

0.67

15.7

3.91

0.0

2.74

74.4

3.6.2 Improvements in casting performance
Based on the 112 μm voxel resolution for CT scans used in this study, it can be said that
the scale of casting defects is macroscopic and the defects span across hundreds and sometimes
thousands of microns. The defects observed in CT scans could be due to air entrapment,
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solidification shrinkage, dissolved gases, pouring defined dross and slag, and blowholes from
unvented cores or reactions at the mold wall [72]. The surface of the casting was relatively
homogeneous whereas the frequency and size of the voids was much greater towards the centerplane of the casting. Figure 3-20 compares the distribution of void space across the plate thickness
for all three sprue designs and interestingly the profile follows a Gaussian distribution with the
Gaussian mean at the mid-plane of the casting. Results from this study validate the centerline
shrinkage phenomenon which is a result of directional solidification in castings where solidification
is initiated from the mold walls and progress towards the center. It can be observed that SSC
exhibits maximum centerline defect area of 1.5% whereas PSC has only around 0.6% and CHSC
is negligible.

Figure 3-20. Porosity across plate thickness following Gaussian distribution for all castings
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The decrease in the total inclusions area on the microstructure in CHSC when compared to
SSC could be either (1) due to decrease in total number of inclusions or (2) decrease in average
size of individual inclusions. A one-way ANOVA statistical analysis was conducted to find of
effect of each of these factors between each of the three groups viz. SSC, PSC and CHSC. The
summary of the statistical analysis is presented in Table 4. It can be observed that no statistical
significant difference was observed between the populations for inclusions count. However, a pvalue far less than 0.05 was recorded for effect of average inclusion area between means of SSC
and CHSC; and a p-value of 0.042 was observed between SSC and PSC. This result shows that
redesigning the sprue to render complex profiles such as parabolic and conical-helix significantly
reduces the average size of inclusions when compared to SSC. Size of inclusion was found to
increase with increase in turbulence and reoxidation [73]. Therefore, this study concludes that
incorporation of mathematically optimized sprue profiles reduces turbulence and hence reoxidation
in castings.

Table 3-4. One-way ANOVA p-value between population means, *shows statistical significance

p-value from one-way ANOVA
ANOVA Group
Average Size

Inclusion Count

Straight

Parabolic

0.043

0.77

Straight

Conical-Helix

0.007

0.22

0.85

0.103

Parabolic Conical-Helix
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3.6.3 Effect of filters on non-conventional sprues
In order to isolate indigenous inclusions, another set of experiments were performed with
3"×3"×1" fully sintered reticulated ceramic filters made of partially stabilized zirconia [77]. A filter
is inserted for each of the three sprue designs at the top of the sprue as shown in Figure 3-21(a) in
an effort to eliminate undesirable suspended phases from the melt prior to entering the subsequent
gating system [78].

Figure 3-21. (a) Filter inserted at the top of the sprue in the mold (b) Filtered SSC (c) No significant
effect of filtering on ultimate flexural strength (d) Microstructure of etched filtered SSC (e)
Microstructure of etched filtered CHSC (f) No significant effect of filtering on oxide inclusion area

The results presented in Figure 3-21 do not show evidence of significant differences in
inclusion distribution or flexural strength between filtered and unfiltered castings for this specific
filter placement and sprue design configurations. Ceramic filters could increase the number of
inclusions downstream by shredding and raveling the oxide films to produce more defects [20]. In
order to investigate the effects of gating system design on grain structure, samples from SSC and
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CHSC filtered castings were polished and etched with Vilella’s reagent (1g picric acid, 100mL
ethanol and 5mL HCL) as per ASTM E407 standard [79]. No significant difference in grain
structure was observed. It is widely known that grain size is defined by solidification rate which is
not impacted by sprue design.

3.6.4 Novelty and Viability of the optimization algorithm
As discussed earlier, maximum sprue length exists beyond which the metal would freeze
in the gating system and not fill the casting because of thermal energy loss. Authors investigated
this limit by designing an experiment similar to the fluidity tests [80] but the spiral cavity is
designed for sprues instead of castings as shown in Figure 3-22. Two molds featuring horizontal
and vertical parting lines (categories 1 and 2 in Figure 3-8) are fabricated through 3DSP and poured
with 17-4PH stainless steel alloy. The resulted castings are shown in Figure 3-22 and it can be
observed that the liquid metal froze after traversing 1200mm in the sprue in both cases which
establishes the repeatability of fluidity in the developed optimization algorithm.
By reducing the turbulence, a conical-helix sprue is also found to decrease the sand erosion.
Figure 3-23 compares the as-cast surfaces between SSC and CHSC and it can be observed that the
turbulence in SSC eroded the mold wall leading to intensive sand erosion. Contrarily, the laminar
flow in CHSC facilitated smooth filling and therefore no sand erosion is observed in the cast part.
In order to establish the manufacturability of a conical-helix sprue, the authors are currently
experimenting with alloys that have different levels of sensitivity to turbulence, i.e. aluminum, 174PH stainless steel and cast iron. Aluminum is known to have highest sensitivity towards turbulence
when compared to cast iron and stainless steel. Figure 3-24 shows the feasibility of CHSC for
aluminum, 17-4PH stainless steel and gray cast iron.
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Figure 3-22. Fluidity spiral test using sprue optimization and 3DSP mold

Figure 3-23. Comparison of as-cast surfaces of SSC and CHSC demonstrates that quiescently filled
CHSC features no sand erosion

Figure 3-24. Demonstrating manufacturability of optimized conical-helix sprues for (a) Aluminum
319 alloy (b) 17-4PH stainless steel alloy (c) Class 30 Gray Cast Iron
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3.6.5 Analysis of lead time, cost and metallic yield
The pattern used in categories ① and ② in Hybrid Molding as shown in Figure 3-8 was
quoted at 600$ and required two weeks of lead time for fabrication. It should be noted that this cost
excludes sprue and pouring basin components. Special hard tooling would be required to make
conical-helix and parabolic sprues and its feasibility is uncertain. Conventional mold-making
would take around one month for fabrication of complete new casting design including all the
components, and would cost 1500$.
The castings made from category ③ molds that are distinctively analyzed in this thesis are
completely 3D printed. The process of 3D Sand-Printing took about two hours to print the entire
mold. The molds are cured overnight, although, only five hours are sufficient for complete curing
and bonding. It should be also noted that several mold pieces can be arranged on the print bed to
decrease the cycle time as shown in Figure 3-25.

Figure 3-25. Several mold pieces can be printed in a printing cycle
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In general, the cost of 3D printed molds is accounted by the maximum volume. The current
industry market typically charges between 0.13$ and 0.15$ per cubic inch [81]. For a 0.14$/in3 cost
per volume, Table 3-5 provides the comparison of total cost of 3D Sand-Printed molds for all three
castings. It can be observed that the cost of molds is in the range of 100$-200$. Table 3-6
summarizes the cost and lead time for both conventional and 3DSP mold fabrication techniques.

Table 3-5. Comparison of cost of 3D Sand-Printed molds for all three castings

Cost of 3D Sand-Printed Molds

Bounding Box
Dimensions
Casting Type
X

Y

Cost per

Total

Percent

volume

Cost

Difference

($/in3)

($)

compared

Volume
Z

(in3)

(in)

(in)

(in)

SSC

18.4

4.1

10.9

829.2

0.14

116.09

PSC

32

4.1

10.7

1419.4

0.14

198.72

71.17

CHSC

19.6

4.1

10.8

874.4

0.14

122.42

5.45

to SSC

Table 3-6. Summary of comparison of cost and lead-time between conventional and 3DSP mold
fabrication technologies

Conventional

3DSP

Cost per mold (USD)

1000 - 1500

100 - 200

Lead time per mold

30 - 45 days

5 hours - 12 hours
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Table 3-7 compares the metallic yield for all the three castings. It can be observed that
PSC and CHSC show 2% and 6.8% reduced metallic yield when compared to SSC.

Table 3-7. Comparison of metallic yield for all three castings
Casting

Volume

Percent Metallic

Type

(cm3)

Yield Reduction

SSC

1107.19

PSC

1129.293

2%

CHSC

1182.501

6.8%

3.7 Conclusions
This research is the first known study that utilizes the design freedom offered by 3D SandPrinting process to redesign sprue which is well established as the element of gating system which
causes agitation in melt flow. Numerical model and optimization algorithm for novel sprue profiles
(parabolic and conical-helix) are developed to mitigate casting defects caused by surface
turbulence. These validated numerical models advance traditional casting hydrodynamic principles
by minimizing thermal energy loss during mold filling while constraining melt flow velocities in
gating system. Molds featuring the two optimized sprue profiles (parabolic and conical-helix) and
also a straight sprue for comparison are 3D sand-printed and poured with. Multiple analysis of
sprue designs for 17-4PH stainless steel alloy including computational flow simulations, computed
tomography scanning, SEM, EDS and three-point flexural testing are conducted to investigate
casting performance and the main conclusions are:
1. CFD simulations shows that both optimized parabolic and conical-helix sprue designs
reduced surface turbulence of the metal below critical velocity during mold filling.
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2. CT scan results shows that casting defect volume can be reduced by 99.5% using
conical-helix sprue design. The results also validate centerline shrinkage phenomenon
of casting based on observation of a Gaussian distribution of casting defects across
the thickness of the plate.
3. Conical-helix sprued casting exhibits significantly reduced inclusion and significantly
higher ultimate flexural strength when compared to straight sprued casting. Globular
inclusions that primarily consist of alumina, silica and manganese oxides are observed
and did not vary based on sprue design.
4. The manufacturability of conical-helix sprue channel is established using multiple
design approaches, one of them is the platform of Hybrid Molding.
Future work will include measuring bend loss factor to incorporate it in head loss
formulation. Other characterization techniques including impact test, tensile test, compressive test,
fractography, fatigue test, EBSD, surface roughness will be performed to critically investigate the
variation in casting performance due to redesigning gating systems. Ongoing efforts include
experiments on real-time process monitoring by embedding miniature Internet of Things (IoT)
sensors into the 3DSP molds.
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Ultimate Flexural Strength (MPa)
SSC
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CHSC
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SEM Defect Distribution Analysis
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7
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15
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EDS Elemental Composition (wt%)
Element

SSC

PSC

C

CHSC

Base Material
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O

31.27

31.57

24.8

Al
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Si
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Ca
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Ti
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Cr
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Mn
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Fe

26.39
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35.82

74.4

Ni
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0.52

1.16

3.91

Cu

0.62

0.78

1.1

2.74

0.67
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4. PROCESS MONITORING OF MOLD FILLING IN SAND CASTINGS
USING 3D PRINTED SMART MOLDS

This chapter is planned for journal submission: Sama, S. R., MacDonald, E., Voigt, R. & Manogharan, G.
(2018). Process Monitoring Of Mold Filling in Sand Castings Using 3D Printed Smart Molds.

Abstract
Turbulence in molten metal during mold filling is detrimental to quality of sand castings.
The ability of 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) to develop complex gating systems to reduce melt
turbulence during sand casting has been recently established. It will be extremely valuable to
measure the real-time velocity of liquid metals in gating systems to experimentally validate the
effectiveness of these novel gating design concepts. While computational simulation of mold filling
for metal casting applications is well established to predict flow conditions, experimental validation
of real-time flow conditions is still at a nascent stage. One of the reported technique of using X-ray
imaging offers only qualitative flow fields in only 2D space and is very expensive with safety
concerns. In addition, critical flow features such as vortexes in a channel cannot be imaged using
X-rays that feature 2D projections. In this research, the authors present two novel methods to embed
inexpensive miniaturized wireless Internet of Things (IoT) sensors into sand molds for real-time
monitoring of melt flow in castings. The first technique is based on the ability to detect and quantify
magnetic field generated by molten metal flows. The second technique employs capacitive sensing
that is based on capacitive coupling to detect and quantify interference of electric fields by
modifying dielectric near the sensor. Change in capacitance is calculated from change in internal
oscillator frequency which is sensitive to changes in external capacitance, i.e. molten metal. The
efficacy of both is investigated by integrating the sensors into 3DSP molds to detect flow velocities
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for Aluminum alloy 319. Two different gating systems using both straight sprue and conical-helix
sprue are used to validate the suitability of sensors in gating system optimization studies. Findings
from this study will establish the opportunity of embedding IoT sensors into 3DSP molds to monitor
three dimensional real-time flow velocity to benchmark simulation results and identify improved
gating systems.

4.1 Introduction
Iron, aluminum and steel account for 72%, 13% and 10% of metal casting production
respectively in the US [1]. Properties of all these major casting alloys are extremely susceptible to
turbulence during filling, and effective gating systems are critical to minimize defects in castings.
A study focused on characterizing casting defects in 500 steel castings and concluded that more
than 80% of its defects are due to reoxidation macro-inclusions that occur when deoxidized steel
reacts with air due to turbulent gating designs during mold filling [2]. Agitation in liquid metal due
to poor gating systems is also reported as a major cause for prevalent casting defects found in
aluminum foundries [3] and magnesium alloys [4]. Agitation during filling accelerates entrainment
mechanism when the dry side of a liquid surface film folds over another dry side to create bifilms
that are trapped in the solidified castings.

Bifilms are highly detrimental to mechanical

performance of castings as they act as crack initiators and are random in occurrences [5-6].
Extensive studies reported in the literature shows that redesigning of gating systems in sand
molds could limit turbulence during mold filling. In summary, the approach for redesigning gating
systems can be categorized into three techniques: computational simulations [7]; numerical and
statistical optimization [4], [8], [9] and non-conventional gating systems [10]. A common
observation among these techniques is that the effects of gating systems during casting experiments
is difficult to monitor in-situ. Therefore researchers perform post-casting analysis such as SEM,
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mechanical testing to infer casting performance. Though high-fidelity computational simulations
are currently available to visualize flow fields, their reliability is currently uncertain because of
lack of high-fidelity monitoring technologies (see Section 4.2) [11, 12]. In addition, computational
simulations do not usually consider many effects such as the effects of ad-hoc foundry conditions,
superheat effects and specific heat loss during manual transfer of metal into mold etc.
X-ray radiography is the most common visualization methodology to image real-time melt
flow in castings in a laboratory setting. In addition to significant costs, two major drawbacks of
using the X-ray technique are: (1) safety concern for the operator, which requires shielding from
the X-ray source, and (2) limited by two-dimensional projections. Additional review of
characterizing melt turbulence is discussed in Section 4.2. The casting market is expected to grow
around 9% every year [13] and the foundries will benefit from defect-free castings through novel
gating systems and real-time monitoring of melt flow.
3D Sand-Printing (3DSP) is one of the Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes based on
binder-jetting technique where a layer (usually 280-500μm [14] thickness ) of powder is spread on
a bed and the sand grains are bonded selectively by jetting binder (e.g. furan) to create part crosssections [15]. Binder Jetting is the parent AM process for 3DSP and the physics involved in both
these technologies have been well researched and are currently mature [16]. The 3DSP process has
the ability to not only optimize the part performance [17] but also the potential to enhance casting
performance by facilitating complex gating systems [10]. In particular, conical-helix threedimensional profile has been hypothesized to be optimal sprue design. Such a complex gating
system can only be made possible via 3DSP [18]. The effectiveness of conical-helix sprues will be
experimentally validated in this study.
Because of the layer-by-layer fabrication process, 3DSP offers the ability to access the
entire volume of the mold block and therefore includes flexibility to embed foreign components
into a priori designed slots. This offers multiple opportunities to: (1) fabricate smart molds by
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embedding sensors [16], (2) enhance solidification by inserting chills similar to traditional casting
techniques [19] and (3) regulate fluid flow by inserting filters [19] among others at difficult to
access locations.
In an earlier work, authors took advantage of this unique capability by integrating wired
and wireless sensors into the mold to collect a wide variety of data such as temperature, pressure,
moisture, gas chemistries, motion of the mold pieces and magnetic field. In this thesis, identical
sensors from previous work will be engineered prominently focused to measure the molten metal
velocities during mold filling (see Section 4.3).
The aim of this research study is to validate the two unique 3DSP process capabilities: (1)
evaluate the effectiveness of 3DSP-featured complex gating castings by (2) embedding sensors
directly into the mold. This thesis first presents an overview of liquid metal velocity measurement
techniques used in literature. Then the research and experimental methodology applied by the past
researchers will be reviewed. The Section 4.4 and 4.5 presents results and discuss their implications
respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6.

4.2 Literature Review
Liquid metals flow in harsh conditions such as high temperatures and densities, chemical
aggressiveness, opacity and hostility among others that make it difficult to employ mechanical
probes, interferometers, visualization techniques and photographic methods to characterize the
fluid flow. Therefore, the majority of casting flow visualization has been performed by indirect
methods as will be discussed below:
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4.2.1 Water Modelling Experiments
Water modelling experiments are based on the hypothesis that the flow of water is closely
analogous to that of molten metal. This hypothesis is proven to hold true for Aluminum and
Magnesium whose kinematic viscosities are similar to that of water [19] and for cast iron [21], [22]
and steel [23] as well. However, water models might not completely grasp the effects of gating
system because: (1) surface tension of liquid metals is substantially greater than that of water and
their apparent surface tension increases with their propensity to form oxide films. Water being not
able to form tenacious oxide films would overestimate phenomena such as splashing, agitation and
vortex formation. (2) Momentum of liquid metal stream governs metal-mold interactions and
therefore strongly influences the liquid metal flow in gating systems. Stream momentum is directly
proportional to the density of liquid. Water with a much less specific gravity than liquid metals,
cannot completely capture the momentum effects or wall friction effects [20]. It was concluded that
water models cannot be applied to fully analyze a casting gating system but only should be done
on an ad-hoc basis depending on the geometry and metal under consideration [24]. However, recent
studies proposed fluid dynamic analogy theory which dictates that the similitude will hold true as
long as four non-dimensional numbers (Webber, Reynolds, Froude and the Euler numbers) are
equivalent in both experiments [25]. Based on this concept, effects of surface tension from oxide
formation are included in the formulation of air entrapment rate and it was found that water
(particularly salt water) is an excellent model fluid for steel [23]. Another study used this analogy
to analyze effectiveness of various lip pour ladle designs [26]. A cross-shaped nozzle in bottom
pour nozzle designs was proven to be only slightly beneficial through extensive water modeling
trials [27]. A small dam near the sprue inlet of a pouring basin or a submerged ladle-nozzle
extension into pouring basin is proven effective through acrylic based water model visualization
technique to minimize or eliminate entrained air [28].
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Transparent molds usually made of Perspex, acrylic or other plastics have been used to
image the fluid flow in real time. Multi-gate systems have been analyzed using acrylic molds and
flow rates are calculated using tap and collect method [29]. Flow of aluminum alloy and zinc in
multi-gate systems have been experimentally modelled with water and have found that the gate
closest to sprue fills first while the farthest gate exhibited the maximum volume of discharge [12].
A simulation of volumetric air entrainment during mold filling has also been validated through
water modeling experiments by using acrylic ladles and molds. It was found that low head height,
short pouring time, a fully open nozzle and the use of a nozzle extension have a beneficial effect
on reducing the air entrainment when poured with bottom-poured ladles [20].

4.2.2 Magnetohydrodynamic probes
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the branch of physics that studies the behavior of
electrically conducting fluids usually in the presence of external electromagnetic fields. Because
most metals in their liquid form are electrically conductive, this branch of physics has been
extensively researched in the past so as to influence and measure liquid metal’s flow rate [21]. Most
of these techniques primarily rely on the electromotive force (EMF) or the Lorentz force (𝐹𝐿 ) that
is generated when an externally magnetic field is applied to a conductive fluid flow. EMF is
proportional to the cross-product of the desired flow velocity (𝑣), the externally applied magnetic
field (𝐵), and the constant of proportionality is the charge (𝑞) carried with liquid.
𝐹𝐿 = 𝑞𝑣 × 𝐵

(11)

Moreover, according to Ohm’s law for a moving conductor:
𝑱 = 𝜎(𝑬 + 𝑽 × 𝑩)

(12)
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where J is the current density between electrodes, E=∇Φ is the electric field where Φ is the
electric potential, 𝑉 is the velocity vector, 𝐵 is the magnetic induction vector and σ the electrical
conductivity. Upon applying relevant engineering approximations, the above equation can be
reduced to
∇𝛷 = ∆𝑥𝑉𝐵

(13)

so the potential difference is directly proportional to the local velocity of the liquid.
Determination of the magnitude and direction of local velocity was executed with a
magnetic probe that measured the above potential difference induced to the probe’s electrodes when
conductive fluid flowed around a cylindrical magnet [32], [33]. By using permanent magnets
tailored to the specific needs of the liquid medium under investigation, velocities in liquid melts
that are at a temperature as high as 6700C such as aluminum can be determined at a range as high
as 10m/s with a sensitivity of 1mm/s. This is probably the most important probe in the literature
for measurement of turbulence and local melt velocities and therefore has been critically
investigated by number of researchers [34]–[36]. However, this probe has practically failed to
measure velocity at above 7200C [34] and also in argon agitated liquid aluminum (i.e., two-phase
flow) at temperatures less than 7000C [37].
Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT) is based on a three-dimensional inductive
velocity reconstruction principle that is particularly advantageous in providing a contactless
determination of three-dimensional full flow velocity fields. The principle relies on the idea that
the generated EMF during MHD flows gives rise to an additional induced magnetic field and an
additional induced electric potential [38]. The former field is measurable outside the fluid volume
whereas the latter one can be measured at the fluid boundary. The primary magnetic field is applied
successively in two different directions and the corresponding induced magnetic fields are
measured to reconstruct the velocity of the liquid flow [39].
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Ultrasonic techniques are based on run-time difference measured in an ultrasonic pulse that
is sent between two transducers upstream and downstream through the flowing liquid to calculate
average velocity. Accurate local velocities can be captured by a similar application ultrasound
Doppler velocimetry (UDV) that is based on a pulsed echo technique which uses a transducer that
both emits an ultrasound pulse and receives back the echo reflected from the surface of
microparticles suspended in the flowing liquid [40]. However, issues such as high melt
temperatures and molten metal chemical aggressiveness that are found to affect the load of the
sensors limit the applicability of UDV to high temperature liquid metal flows [41].
While the contactless behavior of non-invasive techniques is most suitable for liquid metal
applications, a very brief review of invasive techniques is also covered in this section for the sake
of completeness. Invasive techniques uses velocity probes that are immersed into the liquid metals
and works under the assumption that (1) sensing medium is chemically inert with respect to the
molten metal and (2) sensing medium does not disturb or effect the fluid flow conditions. Velocity
probes in invasive techniques can be further classified into (1) force reaction probes (2) thermal
anemometers (3) conductive sensors (4) mechano-optical probes and (5) karman-vortex probes.
Force reaction probes quantify the pressure exerted by the flowing medium and uses fluid
mechanics principles to obtain velocity. Measurement of flow rates through pressure difference
methods such as Pitot-Prandtl tubes are showed to be ineffective due to metal solidification within
the manometric tubes [32] or overheating the sensor. Moreover, the electromagnetic forces
generated by liquid metal flows are found to effect the stagnation pressure and cause some serious
shortcomings [42]. Thermal anemometry techniques senses the convective heat loss to the
surrounding fluid by measuring changes in resistance in the electrically heated wire that is inserted
in the melt medium. This technique is prone to fouling; deposition of debris and oxides; largely
influenced by ambient and pressure conditions, and therefore is found inconvenient to be applicable
for liquid metals [43]. The maximum operating temperature is about 1000°C [44] and therefore
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thermal anemometers cannot be applied to most industrial casting metals. Conductive anemometers
or potential difference probes rely on the principle that a conductor moving within a magnetic field
will generate an electric field [45]. Mechano-optical probes that are insensitive to electrical noise
and external magnetic fields, that can be used at relatively higher temperatures (about 8000C), are
based on principle of optical acquisition and signal processing of separation of the mechanical
interaction between fluid and sensor tip [46]. A Karman vortex probe is based on Karman vortex
streets that are observed to form behind an immersed cylinder whose shredding frequency is
proportional to the velocity of flow approaching cylinder [47]. Invasive techniques have been by
in large unsuccessful in measuring flow rates for common industrial casting metals like Aluminum
because of poor probe survivability at higher temperatures. Most of them are found to be only
applicable for metals with low melting points such as sodium, bismuth etc.
Major drawback of all these direct contact techniques is that they are limited by
survivability at higher temperatures. Moreover, their application to gating systems in sand castings
has not been subject to much scrutiny by magnetohydrodynamics researchers to date.

4.2.3 X-Rays Radiography
X-rays are the most reliable source of visualizing mold filling in sand castings. Because of
the high-fidelity of the data, X-rays can be used to benchmark the effectiveness of gating systems
and computational filling simulations [48], [49]. However, apart from the fact that it is expensive,
drawbacks of this technique are the limited casting shapes and sizes that can be successfully Xrayed on the safety concern for the operator. This issue has been resolved by employing a heat
resistant window to shield operator from the X-ray source [50]. The lower frame rate and limited
resolution troubles in [48], [50] had been overcome by using high speed video camera to record the
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mold filling of resin-bonded molds with cast iron in real-time at more than five hundred frames per
second [51].
X-rays have also been used to understand the mechanism of filtration in reducing casting
defects in aluminum alloys [48] and reducing splashing and surging in cast iron [11]. The
effectiveness of vortex sprue well in sand castings [51]; multiple gate runner systems for Al-7Si0.4Mg gravity casting [52]; vortex-flow runner system for Al-7Si-Mg alloys [53]; entrainment
effects in tilt pouring and gravity top pouring of an Al-Cu alloys [6]; offset pouring basin and offset
sprue in Al-7Si-0.4Mg [54], [55] have all been established using X-rays. Metal-mold interface
reactions, gas holes, gas pores, air entrapment effects, cold shots, mold wash effects and casting
quality can be thoroughly investigated in real time using high-energy X-rays [57].
Even though the fidelity of X-rays is more than adequate, the cost, size and safety
demanded by the process circumscribes its full scale application in all but laboratory settings. More
importantly, because the technology uses two dimensional projections, three dimensional
characteristics such as vortices cannot be distinguished. With the recent advancement in 3D SandPrinting that facilities construction of freeform three dimensional gating systems, X-ray imaging
would sooner be obsolete. In summary, foundries require measuring instruments that can evaluate
the velocity of liquid melts that can meet the following requirements: (1) Inexpensive (2) High ease
of access (3) Safe to operate (4) Reliable (5) Open source and ability for continuous evolution and
innovation. In this thesis, the use of IoT sensors is demonstrated to meet all these requirements.

4.2.4 3D Printed Smart Molds
Dialog IoT sensor systems are equipped with ARM Cortex-M0 processor that can collect,
process and communicate the information from various hardware elements such as accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer and environmental sensors wirelessly via Bluetooth [57]. The small
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design space requirement (18×18×8 mm3) combined with its wireless capability is ideal for
insertion of sensors into difficult-to-access locations such as cores in sand casting. The authors have
demonstrated their integration into 3D Sand-Printed cores and evidenced the advantages of each
one of the detecting elements in the sensor [16]. For example, data from high sensitive gyroscope
can be used to measure rotational shift of hanging cores during mold filling. Local increase in
temperature and pressure, evaporation of binder and moisture while the liquid metal encloses the
core in which the sensors are inserted in can be interrogated. The data is captured to be in close
equivalence with results obtained from high-fidelity solidification simulations. The only drawback
is from the poor survivability of small electronics that are present in the sensors which fail beyond
1500C or when directly touched by molten metal. However, it will be soon shown in this article
that this drawback is not of any concern for the application under investigation.

4.2.5 Capacitive Sensors
Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is a category of electrical tomography that
measures electrical properties through utilization of capacitive nature of the flow medium under
investigation [58]. ECT has been critically investigated in literature for its ability to accurately
image 2D and 3D multiphase flow systems. Capacitive sensors integrated with wireless sensors
network can be used as a reliable metal-fill monitoring system [59]. For this application, the ECT
apparatus consists of a fixed impedance element coupled in series with a variable impedance block.
The sensor relies on the change in the coupling capacitance between the electrodes with the
presence of grounded metal in its proximity [60]. The induced variable impedance that is introduced
between the two capacitive electrodes when liquid metal comes in the vicinity directly constitutes
to a change at the output voltage of the capacitive sensor [59], [60]. This process was further
perfected by resolving the packet loss issues associated with wireless transmission of data [59],
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[61]. Even though the location and amount of the metal inside the flask can be identified by ECT,
local melt velocities cannot be acquired accurately by ECT sensing alone. Moreover, the shielding
of electrode plates from liquid channels limits its applications in fluid flow monitoring in three
dimensional complex gating systems.

4.3 Research Methodology

4.3.1 Magnetic flux sensing to measure average velocity
The fundamental hypothesis postulated in this thesis is that liquid metals generate magnetic
field without any application of external electromagnetic fields. However, their strength is typically
extremely weak. This thesis proposes to utilize high sensitive magnetic flux measuring capability
of the Dialog IoT sensors to verify this hypothesis. Separating the sensors from liquid metal flow
and by embedding them in the mold in close proximity to liquid metal flow channel, the author aim
to discover if there is any deflection in the magnetic flux data as the liquid metal flows across the
sensors. If the digression really exists, then by placing two sensors separated by a known distance
along the flow and by measuring the time difference in triggered deflection in the magnetic flux
data, average velocity of the liquid metal along the runner bar could be accurately determined from
Eq. 13. This article aims to present a proof of concept of this idea.
𝑣𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

𝑙𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

(14)

Furthermore, by placing the sensors on opposite sides of the runner bar or around the crosssectional plane of the runner bar, spatial velocities can be evaluated.
As described in section 4.2.4, the Dialog sensors have a diverse range of sensing
capabilities. The variety of data collected from all the sensing medium can be wirelessly transmitted
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through Bluetooth only sequentially i.e., in series limiting the resolution of individual data sets.
The sensor kit uses BMM150 geomagnetic field sensor that provides magnetic flux in three axis
according to earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system. BMM150 operates in temperatures
below 850C and could measure magnetic flux as high as 1300μT with resolution as fine as 0.3μT.
The average frequency of the transmitted magnetic flux data is 10 Hz. Figure 4-1 shows electronic
components of the sensor and basic building blocks of the magnetic sensor [62] used in this study.

Figure 4-1. (a) Components of Dialog IoT sensor [57]; (b) Block Diagram of BMM150 [62]

4.3.2 Capacitive sensing to measure average velocity
The electrical conductive property of high temperature liquid metal flow changes the
capacitance of a capacitive sensor when placed in the vicinity of flow. This is based on capacitive
sensing theory and this thesis provides first known application of capacitive sensing to measure
melt flow velocities. An MSP430 microcontroller [63] is used to interface with the capacitive
sensor. The change in capacitance is measured indirectly by using a relaxation oscillator. The
frequency of internal oscillator is a function of the capacitance of the sensing element as described
in Eq. 14. The diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 4-2.
𝑓=

1
1.386 ∗ 𝑅𝑐 ∗ 𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟

(15)
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Figure 4-2. Circuit diagram for capacitive sensing using MSP430 microcontroller [63]

When the capacitance of the sensor changes as a conductive liquid metal flows in its
physical proximity, the change in capacitance triggers a change in internal oscillator frequency thus
providing non-invasive, indirect and immediate detection of metal flow. By accommodating two
of such sensors at a known distance and by acquiring the information of delay in time for the metal
front to trigger external capacitance in between the sensors, averaged local velocity can be obtained
by using Eq. 13. The MSP430 is designed specifically to provide capacitive sensing without any
external components other than a wire that must be placed in proximity to the runner. The on-board
comparator (CA) acts as a feedback oscillator that is ‘slugged’ by the external capacitance which
changes as metal fills the runner. The Timer Accumulate Register (TAR) records the number of
oscillations during a regular and specified duration. From these counts, the change in permittivity
of the external wire can be measured relatively.
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4.4 Experimental Methodology

4.4.1 Straight and Conical-Helix Sprued 3D Printed Molds
An E-One S-Max Industrial Production 3D Printer located at University of Northern Iowa
Metal Casting Center used to fabricate the sand molds was used in this study. Two sensors each in
both the sensing systems are inserted into two different 3D Printed sand mold cavities. One of them
uses a straight sprue and the other features a novel conical-helix sprue that has been recently
discovered by authors to be superior in reducing metal turbulence during mold filling [10]. In
addition to validating the electromagnetic sensing using IoT, through this work, authors aim to
simultaneously validate the turbulence elimination capability of conical-helix sprues.
Aluminum 319 alloy was considered in this study. Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 describes the
geometry of straight sprued casting (SSC) and conical-helix sprued casting (CHSC) respectively.
In case of CHSC, the parameters of conical-helix sprue are mathematically optimized using an SQP
algorithm for minimizing thermal loss while constraining the critical velocity 815]. The density
and kinematic viscosity of Al319 alloy are taken as 2400 kg/m3 and 1.29×10-6 m2/s respectively
[64]. The constrained optimization algorithm yielded a cone radius of 25mm with a helix pitch of
45mm. The cross-sectional area of sprue inlet and outlet are 368 mm2 and 160 mm2 respectively
for both castings. Furthermore, a gating ratio of 1:1:0.7 is used in the construction of subsequent
elements of gating system [64], [65]. It is to be noted that the pouring basin is redesigned in CHSC
to feature an off-set sprue with provisions for undercut and sprue cover to rule out any possibility
of liquid metal directly falling into the sprue.
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Figure 4-3. Dimensions of the casting system for a straight sprued casting (Units: mm)

Figure 4-4. Dimensions of the casting system for the conical-helix sprued casting
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4.4.2 Experimental setup for magnetic flux sensing
Two DA14583 Dialog IoT sensors [57] are separated by 102mm along the runner bar and
are buried half an inch away from the flow channel with the second sensor directly facing the ingate
as shown in Figure 4-5. The configuration is maintained the same for CHSC. Figure 4-6
demonstrates the process of embedding sensors into the pre-defined slots provided in the 3D printed
sand mold. A software application has been developed by research collaborations to synchronize
the time protocol for all sensors connected to the Bluetooth device. This application enables the
diverse data collected from all the sensors (four in our case) will have a synchronized time reference
rather than multiple individual time references that are to be later synchronized manually. The data
from all four sensors is collected by a tablet and transmitted by Wi-Fi to a local computer where it
is displayed, and the data is recorded.

Figure 4-5. Demonstration of location and relative size of sensors within the sand mold
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4.4.3 Experimental setup for capacitive sensing
The proof of concept for capacitive sensing was performed only on SSC. As shown in
Figure 4-7, the two capacitive filament sensors are separated by 102mm along the runner bar and
they are placed as close to the metal flow channel as possible but not explicitly touching the runner
bar. It is to be noted that the capacitive sensing uses wired transmission as opposed to Dialog
sensors. However, they can be easily made into miniature wireless sensors if required in the future.
Optimization of capacitive electronics for application specific needs are not included in this study.

Figure 4-6. Dialog sensors separated by 102mm and placed half an inch away from runner bar of
SSC

Aluminum 319 alloy was melted using an induction furnace and poured into the 3D Printed
molds at 7500C. The induction furnace was switched off during the pouring operation as it was
observed by authors in previous casting trials to affect magnetic field data collected by the
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magnetometer. Just few seconds before pouring, the molds with Dialog sensors were gently tapped.
This tapping operation helped to distinctly identify the pouring initiation during data analysis by
the accelerometer. The entire casting operation is video recorded to correlate with data from
sensors.

Figure 4-7. Capacitive filament sensors placed in the proximity of runner bar of SSC

4.4.4 Computational Simulations
The velocity data collected from both the sensor systems were validated with Flow 3DCAST computational fluid flow simulation software. A virtual probe was inserted at the location
of first sensor, i.e., just after the sprue exit to get quantitative information of flow characteristics
from simulations. Figure 4-8 shows the two instances of the filling profile of metal in runner bar in
SSC and CHSC. The velocity profile captured by a probe at the location of first sensor
approximately for both the sprue-featured castings is shown in Figure 4-9. The results show that
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the inlet velocity of the metal into the runner at the base of the sprue in SSC and CHSC is 1.41m/s
and 0.75m/s, respectively.

Figure 4-8. Simulation based metal flow at two different instances filling the runner bar in straight
sprue (a), (b) and in conical-helix sprue (c), (d)
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Figure 4-9. Metal velocity from CFD simulations at first sensor location for SSC and CHSC. Dotted
lines show their respective initial velocities

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Velocity through sensing magnetic flux
Figure 4-10 shows the magnetic flux data of SSC recorded by sensors in both X-direction
and Y-direction per each sensor’s geodetic coordinate system. It can be noted that during the event
of metal filling, the magnetic field around the liquid metal changes, thereby triggering characteristic
peaks and valleys in the magnetometer data.
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Figure 4-10. Magnetic Flux for SSC in (a) X-direction (b) Y-direction during the event of pouring.

Similarly, Figure 4-11 shows the overall magnetic flux magnitude in all three axes for
CHSC for the overall casting duration. Similar to SSC, it can be observed that both the sensors
exhibited a characteristic peak while metal is being filled in the mold during the pouring event.
Figure 4-12 shows a magnified version of the pouring event along with the information of the
characteristic time at which sensors demonstrated local peaks in the recorded magnetic flux data.
These two peaks in the two magnetometer data plots correspond to the respective instant at which
metal first passed across them. This can also be corroborated by the fact that the peak in second
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sensor occurs only after the first sensor. The difference in time in between the two peaks is
calculated to be 164ms. For a separation of 102mm between the two sensors, the time delay of
164ms corresponds to a velocity of 0.62m/s. When compared to the expected 0.75m/s time delay
that is calculated from computational simulations, the experimental result of 0.62m/s varies by a
difference of 21%. This difference could be because of the human-induced variable metal input
rate into the mold due to manual ladle pour in experiments compared to the uniform metal input
rate as defined in simulations. Nevertheless, for the applications of metal casting, authors believe
that this level off accuracy is sufficient enough to perform comparative gating optimization studies.

Figure 4-11. Magnetic flux recorded by magnetometers at location 1 (runner entrance) and at
location 2 (below ingate at runner) for CHSC
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Figure 4-12. Magnetic flux by both the magnetometers at the particular event of filling. The two
time data points are the instants of metal recognition by the sensors

4.5.1 Velocity through capacitive sensing
Figure 4-13 shows oscillator frequency induced by capacitance changes for a full hour
before casting. It should be noted here that capacitive sensor is not only sensitive to electric field
but also to any external physical disturbance to the setup such as movement of the sensors,
disturbance to the mold etc. This is the reason why the molds are tapped to obtain the start point
for data analysis. As it can be seen in Figure 4-13, the sensors clearly recognize the tapping
operation when later correlated with recorded video.
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Figure 4-13. Oscillator frequency due to capacitive sensing for a full hour before casting.
Demonstrates that the instrument is sensitive to external physical disturbance.

Figure 4-14 shows oscillator frequency after tapping operation. During mold filling, the
aluminum metal had a miniscule flash at the location of second sensor at the drag-cheek parting
surface causing the capacitive filament sensor to be welded into the metal as shown in Figure 4-14.
Interestingly, this flashing phenomenon is captured by the sensors as clearly shown in Figure 4-14.
Flashing triggered an asymptote-like valley that almost has an order of magnitude less oscillator
frequency than the usual. In this study, the region of interest is the instant the metal flows into the
runner bar. This is shown in Figure 4-15, and it can be noted that both the sensors demonstrate
nearly synchronized peaks and valleys both before and after the pouring event.
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Figure 4-14. Oscillator frequency due to capacitive sensing during the event of pour. Flashing
caused the sensor to weld into the casting and resulted in a steep frequency change

The only difference observed between both the frequency plots correspond to the mold
filling event when metal flow takes time to pass from first sensor to the second. Similar to magnetic
flux sensing, this can be validated by observing that the oscillator frequency in the first sensor
responded to the metal entry faster than the second sensor. Upon computing, the time delay between
the first detected characteristic valleys in both the sensors is found out to be 57.5 ms as measured
from the 50% point for both signals from the high value (before metal passing by the runner) and
low value (after the pour). Compared to the 72.3ms expected from computational simulation, the
time delay measured experimentally using has a percent difference of 20%.
It should be noted that the computational simulation gives instantaneous metal velocity
into the runner at the base of the sprue, but the velocity found experimentally in both sensing
technologies is the averaged velocity between two locations separated by 102mm. It is uncertain
on the identity of the location in-between the two sensors at which the velocity is being calculated,
and this will be carried out as part of future study.
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Figure 4-15. Fluctuations in oscillator frequency as the metal passes in between the sensors

4.6 Discussions

4.6.1 Magnetic flux sensing for stainless steel and iron
As aluminum, iron and steel accounts to 95% of casting production, it is essential to prove
the magnetic flux sensing hypothesis of liquid melts for iron and steel alloys in addition to
aluminum for universal applicability of this study. Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17 shows magnetic
flux recorded by the sensors during the casting process for straight sprued gray cast iron alloy and
conical-helix sprued 17-4PH stainless steel alloy respectively. t=0 is defined as the moment when
molds are tapped. It can be observed in both the alloys that a distinctive change in magnetic flux
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occurred whenever liquid metal was brought closer to the mold. Regrettably, the large metal
volume present in the ladle (over 2500 lbs) while pouring is impairing the magnetic flux generated
by the liquid metal in runner bar restricting accurate melt velocity measurement. However, the
hypothesis that metals when melted generate magnetic flux without any external application of
electromagnetic fields is established from both Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-16. Magnetic flux sensing for gray cast iron straight sprued casting
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Figure 4-17. Magnetic flux sensing for stainless steel conical-helix sprued casting

4.6.2 Limitations of magnetic flux sensing
The average frequency of the magnetic flux data received wirelessly is found out to be
about 10 Hz, however, the range of the frequency is extremely wide spread with outliers as small
as 5Hz and as large as 1000Hz. The averaged frequency of 10 Hz translates to a time resolution of
100ms. As mentioned before, for a separation of 102mm between the two sensors, the velocity of
1.41m/s and 0.75m/s from computational simulations translates to a time delay of 72.3ms and
136ms respectively. This means that the resolution of magnetometer is extremely coarse
compromising the reliability of sensors in quantitatively measuring the melt velocity. This thesis
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aim to address this issue in future by choosing electronics based on the time resolution demanded
by application
Though the maximum storage temperature as specified by manufacturer is limited at
1500C, the good heat insulation properties of sand mold make it suitable to obtain magnetic flux
data for at least a minute after pouring if placed an inch away from the flow channel. Realizing that
the most essential data is obtained during only few seconds of metal fill, the sensors can be kept
even closer to the runner channel, perhaps 5mm from the mold wall. Future work will include the
strength of the magnetic field captured by the sensors with respect to the distance from the flow
channel. Authors also aim in future to study the effect of liquid metal velocity on the magnetic
field.
The sensors are sensitive to environmental magnetic fields for example from an induction
furnace or from large melt containing ladles used to pour metal into the molds. The peak-to-valley
difference in magnetic strength when metal passes across the runner is around 70μT for Aluminum
alloys. If the noise from surrounding environment is in par or greater than this level, the sensors
cannot be reliably used for velocity measurement.

4.7 Conclusions
Additive Manufacturing facilitates the rapid fabrication of complex molds and cores.
Designers can take advantage of this design freedom to optimize gating systems thereby decreasing
turbulence of the liquid metal. This article provides two rapid and inexpensive technologies to
quantify velocity of liquid metal flows during mold filling.
1. Miniature IoT sensors that can be easily embedded into the 3D printed sand molds at
complex and difficult to access locations are showed in this study to be successful in nonintrusively measuring the magnetic flux generated by liquid metal flows.
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2. By placing two Dialog IoT sensors separated by known distance and by detecting the time
difference the liquid metal takes to pass in between the sensors, the averaged velocity can
be successfully calculated to a difference of about 21% when compared to CFD simulations
for aluminum alloy. IoT sensors can be successfully used to detect magnetic flux for liquid
aluminum, iron and steel alloys.
3. The novel idea of employing capacitive sensing to detect conductive property of liquid
metal flows to measure melt velocities is demonstrated. The average velocity in a similar
fashion is found out to be at a difference of 20% compared to CFD simulations.
4. Conical-helix sprued casting is experimentally proven to be effective in reducing the
velocity of the metal in gating system when compared to straight sprued casting. Results
show that sensors are suitable for rapid experimental validation of various iterations for
design optimization of gating systems.
Future studies will focus on determining the effect of metal velocity and separation of the
sensors from the metal flow on the detection of magnetic flux recorded by the sensors. Applicationbased-electronics can be developed to further precisely calculate metal velocity.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The high scrap rate in conventional sand casting is attributed to casting defects that are
typically caused by poor gating and feeding system designs. In traditional mold-making,
complexity is limited in the design process due to the inherent manufacturing limitations restricting
the elements of gating and feeding systems to sub-optimal geometries. 3D Sand-Printing (3DSP)
Additive Manufacturing process provides ability to fabricate molds and cores without any tooling
requirement. Despite the wealth of knowledge on Additive Manufacturing (AM), no work to date
has been done to understand how exquisite levels of complexity offered by 3DSP be applied to
develop optimal gating and feeding designs by eliminating traditional DFMA limitations. This
thesis provides the first known investigation into the application of design freedom offered by
3DSP to transform and monitor the performance of sand castings. The unique advantages of AM
and 3DSP are outlined in Chapter 1. It was noted that 3DSP offers significantly higher geometric
complexity, build speeds and build volumes compared to most other AM processes.
Chapter 2 discusses distinct complex gating and feeding design solutions offered by 3DSP
process to improve casting performance. Pouring basin, sprue, runner and risers are systematically
redesigned, and their uniqueness to mitigate surface turbulence that is identified in the chapter as
the root cause for casting defects is presented. Their efficacy is validated through computational
fluid flow simulations. Pouring basing featuring slag traps, multiple sprues, sprue covers and
undercuts is proposed to control surface turbulence, reduce splashing, trap slag and dross and,
provide greater pressure head. A conical-helix sprue that conforms to critical fall-height condition
and eliminates detrimental film folding action is discussed. A complex runner network along with
surge control mechanism is detailed. (Hemi)-Spherical risers are introduced in order to improve
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feeding efficiency and metallic yield. The uniqueness of 3DSP is established through explaining
why traditional DFMA fails to incorporate these novel designs. Efficacy of all the proposed designs
is established through computational simulations.
The aim in Chapter 3 is to experimentally validate one of the designs proposed in Chapter
2. Of the various components of gating system, sprue design exposes the highest opportunity to
exploit unlimited geometric freedom of the AM process. This is supported based on the knowledge
that sprue is the most responsible element for causing turbulence in the melt by letting the free
surfaces fold unconstrainedly through the gravity fall and predominantly after the metal plunges
into the sprue well. Parabolic and conical-helix sprue profiles are developed mathematically
through constrained optimization algorithm based on principles of casting hydrodynamics to have
better melt flow control. The constrained optimization algorithm minimizes the length of the sprue
profile to minimize thermal loss and concurrently ensures that the target velocity condition is
incurred. Molds featuring the three optimized sprue profiles (straight, parabolic, conical-helix) are
3D Sand-Printed and poured with 17-4PH Stainless Steel alloy. Various characterization techniques
viz. computational flow simulations, computed tomography scanning, SEM, EDS and three-point
flexural testing are performed on the castings to compare their casting performance. It was observed
that conical-helix sprue facilitates better control over fluid flow during mold filling. Incorporation
of conical-helix sprue is found to significantly enhance the mechanical performance of the casting,
reduce the area of micro oxide inclusions, and result in denser castings. Through microstructural
observations, globular oxide inclusions are found to be predominant in steel castings. Applicability
and limitations of CT scan to quantify casting defects was critiqued.
The applicability of freeform gating and feeding systems would be incomplete without
monitoring the process in real-time. Liquid metals exhibit harsh conditions such as high
temperatures and densities, chemical aggressiveness, opacity and hostility among others that make
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it difficult to employ most current fluid flow monitoring technologies. Two ways of nontraditional
non-intrusive real-time process monitoring through novel use of inexpensive miniature Internet of
Things (IOT) sensors was proposed. The IoT sensors can be easily embedded at difficult-to-access
locations into a priori designed slots in 3D printed molds. These sensors are based on the electrical
conductive property of molten metals, the former measuring the magnetic flux generated by the
conductive liquid and the latter measuring the interference of electric fields by modifying dielectric
near the sensor. The efficacy of both is investigated by integrating the sensors into 3D printed sand
molds to detect flow velocities for Aluminum 319 alloy. To validate the suitability of sensors for
gating system optimization studies, they are embedded in molds featuring two different gating
systems made of straight sprue and conical-helix sprue respectively. By placing two of the IoT
sensors separated by a known distance and by detecting the time difference the liquid metal takes
to pass in between the sensors, the averaged velocity was found out to be successfully calculated
to an accuracy of almost 80% in both sensor technologies for both the gating systems. The
limitations and inconsistencies of both the sensor technologies are critically reviewed. Conicalhelix sprued casting is proven to be effective in reducing the velocity of the metal in gating system
than straight sprued casting, though more experiments are necessary to validate this observation.
This thesis illustrates the ability of 3DSP to not only impact part performance, i.e.,
optimized metal casting designs via 3DSP but also drastically improve the casting performance
which could potentially transform the industry of sand casting to produce high quality castings. In
particular, incorporation of 3D Sand-Printing featured mathematical optimized gating systems is
experimentally proven to deliver castings with significantly higher mechanical and metallurgical
performance. Findings from this thesis will establish the opportunity of embedding IoT sensors into
3DSP molds to monitor three dimensional flow fields that can be used to benchmark simulation
results and optimal gating systems.
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As mentioned previously in this chapter, this thesis is a first known investigation of
application of 3D Sand-Printing featured gating systems for sand-castings. Therefore, there is large
scope for research in the future to advance the concepts presented in this thesis. A few of them are
described next.


Future efforts would include development of topology optimization algorithms to
automatically generate gating system geometries for sand castings. The objective of the
topology optimization algorithm will be to minimize surface turbulence to generate highly
efficient and practical gating design concepts as opposed to existing feature and element
based gating systems.



In the process of obtaining liquid metal velocity in Chapter 2, bend loss factor is neglected.
Future studies will include bend loss factor in the formulation of head loss to enable
accurate prediction of melt velocity.



It would be interesting to experimentally validate the pouring basin, runner geometry and
hemi-spherical risers that are proposed in Chapter 2. Other components of mold such as ingates, filters, chills, riser locations can also be redesigned, optimized and experimented.



Specialized gating systems can be developed to facilitate greater pressure head in difficultto-fill structures such as thin-walled structures.



The characterization experiments performed on stainless steel in Chapter 3 can be
expanded to different alloy systems such as iron and aluminum to understand their
respective sensitivity to turbulence in gating system. Moreover, other characterization
techniques such as impact test, tensile test, compressive test, fractography, fatigue test,
EBSD, micro-hardness test etc. can be performed.



Gating system optimization can be employed on practical industrial castings as opposed to
benchmark plate casting to establish their applicability in foundry industries.
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IoT sensors that are used in Chapter 4 can be reengineered to collect magnetic flux at a
higher frequency to increase fidelity of the velocity measurement. Parameters effecting the
magnetic flux recorded by the sensors such as metal velocity, separation of sensors from
the flow channel etc. can be analyzed. Spatial velocity can be calculated using the IoT
sensors by placing them on opposite sides or around the cross-sectional plane of the runner
bar.



Though it is difficult and expensive, conventional tooling can be used to produce conicalhelix sprues. Comparison of cost, quality and flexibility for fabrication of conical-helix
sprue between conventional tooling and 3D Sand-Printing can be presented.
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